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For Sharon, who was there from the start

Place is latitudinal and longitudinal within the map of a person’s life. It is temporal and spatial,
personal and political. A layered location replete with human histories and memories, place
has width as well as depth. It is about connections, what surrounds it, what formed it,
what happened there, what will happen there.
—Lucy Lippard

Walking, ideally, is a state in which the mind, the body, and the world are aligned,
as though they were three characters finally in conversation together, three notes
suddenly making a chord.
—Rebecca Solnit

I have questions that lead to more questions.
—Damien Jurado

Junipero

2

When the familiar serves
as a point of departure.
When the poem is a walk,
the path an interpretation,
an act of improvisation.
With what definition
of threshold—
—a beginning?

A crossing from here
to here?

With each step
an atlas of audition.

3

When a bird sounds
in the distance.
What songs hop
across rooftops?
What tiny shoots
in the vast meadow
of morning?

4

Long vowels
of shoes
in the hallway

bird

wren unseen,
finches blended in
under eaves.
Hash mark
for each footfall

birdsong

5

what long hand
of Messiaen—

—the charm of impossibilities,
the true, lost face of music
in a state of grace unsullied
by human civilization.

A sound picture of a bird in its habitat,
together with its companions,
often at a particular time of day.

The drama of St. Francis,
an orchestra of birds
the color of sky,
plumage and environment.

Certain violets, certain blues
and violet purple, orange
with tints of red and black.

Touches of gold and a milky
white with iridescent reflections,

like opals.

6

corvus
the caw sharp
as an eclipse, cuts
deft arcs, opens up
the still morning
even at a distance
the voice in clear focus
just smaller, fractal
cries with mouth full,
deerfat in tongue pouch
(remembers where the food is,
eleven ounces a day)

7

When the orange glow
of this drone.

Grim as the sea,

8

extinguished,
a Library of Alexandria
in every tide, no religion
to blame, only foam

water pounded into air
on the breakwater
(

(a) a line drawn across the seaward extremities

(b) a line drawn from Long Beach light to light

(c) a line drawn from Los Angeles light to light

)

just as light holds all colors

holds
all sounds,
song of everything
and everywhere—

9

—New York morning
before the shutters roll up and banners unfurl,
the hum of a city in sleep,
insomnia a myth in the calm just after
the sun lifts

here, a beach,
here,
the termination shock
where the heliosphere runs ashore
on the interstellar medium,
solar winds countered by the relics of stars,
of suns and breaking membranes.

What chord
of the distant reverberation
of the birth of the universe
from a single point—
—the Big Bang a low hum.

Qfwfq heard the sound
that should not have been heard,
pitched down
100,000 billion,
billion times.

10

ghost

an ocean breaks

small cataclysms
too rapid for the eye
Perseus looked away,
the Big Bang an indirect glance

rather,

tiny blasts in the caps,
controlled explosions

waves crashing
in all directions
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foghorn
far west, the Port
or Angels Gate

a fog siren sounds the distant west
the angel of sound
a nebula horn

markers and horns
dot the water map

the symbol and the horn

degrees magnetic, both
stone jetties, one to port
bottom dotted with wrecks

silt in the channel
with round yellow cans

rank warm air current it holds
inside the waterway it sits sometimes
America

tie up there, slip
or end-tie

the song of the wind and the trees

12

—and the first light
in thunderstorms

incandescent,
this elegant source of life,
essential, crowded
by stars and sun

this black body
of atoms, photons expelled
and filaments burned
brooding
burden
of noise,
in the cold night
a sickly glow

or giant hum,
this enormous vibrating mantra
of potent nothings

or pen on paper,
these sounds against danger,
that broadcast the morning’s
heavy burden of words,
this quiet canon of alleys
and trees
a tender
simulation

13

in soils
of all climes
likewise
a turn of light

as the wind which
scatters

loam exposed
by the clean,
by the unfolding of perception
over years of waiting
for storms that fail
to cleanse or save

by the common falsehoods
from a decade of afternoons
scrutinized, modes
of improvisation,
arenas in which to act

to witness a conflagration
still angry after Apollo
painted their white feathers
black as ash

a carpet of pierce,
raked across powerlines,
dark letters against the pale
morning sky

syntax
of hunger,
a hypothesis on the nature
of what follows—

14

—that trees blossom
with sound, these secret
thoroughfares of air.
Wind in the wires
an Aeolian harp,
a chorus of the gods of wind
lifted in song—

—Shu
god of the atmosphere,
aspect of sunlight,

Shu
son of the creator,
father of the twins, sky and earth,

Shu
married to his sister
(another lion),

Shu
the breath of life
and the vital principle,

Shu
his bones the clouds,
the light cavity in the dark chaos,

15

Shu
who holds the ladder to heaven,

Shu
who holds the sky above the earth,

Shu
whose mouth is open,
whose voice is his name filling trees with sound—
—shu

—shu

—shu
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bellcurve
of car
swell

and the gentle crush
of grass beneath shoes

(yes,
listen, next time,

or ask sparrow or crow
who both know the give
and take of grass blades,

of air displaced by cars)

17

—and in the dark
morning
before the sun
clears the treeline,
brakelights
boast red
as brainstorms

as the glowing ideas
of genius

18

torque,
a force that tends to turn

the sun.

The planet.

The ring.

Embrace this solar system
of teeth. Orbits or stilled motion
inspired by the flywheel
in a manual transmission
the clutch disconnects the engine
from the transmission
the layshaft
locks, turns gears
placed by the collar
on the driveshaft

dogteeth
seek their resting holes—
—a reverberation of circles
from pebbled ponds.

19

Early morning vapor condenses to clouds
over open water. Sweepers pace with pale groan
or warm air that rises.

Lampreys to a shark or shorebirds in pelicans' wake
as rain meets hardpack down to the sea. Debris for miles
with slime trails the color of laundry lint.

The three rivers share a broad, alluvial floodplain.

The water of the river flows stronger now.

Water from the Colorado River. Compost for fields
in Kern County.

Water from Artesian wells. Water filtered with ozone
and disinfected with chlorine. Water from the Owens
Valley.

Rain falls from November to March and drains
into the San Gabriel River watershed.

Runoff flows through storm drains to brown ribbons
of foam at tide's edge.

20

This expanding combustion of suns.

The coil springs and the spaces between the walls.

Small burns burst to the sparkengine.

Sudden burnoff like a mushroom held tightly.

A triangle with bulging sides like a figure eight with a thick waist.

When an evenly staggered operation will go through a full cycle.

When the top of the beginning draws in the air.

The bottom of the volume at the higher ratio the more powerful order.

When at the top again the fires of the heat of compression.

When the faster uncontrolled burning sometimes occurs.

When for this reason the water encloses and the oil delivers.

When the destructive removal of the higher air.

21

The odology of these streets with the slant light of morning
on their stippled skins. What stridency of skids
over patchwork veins of black blood or white
lines or expoxied dots.
Shouldered by sidewalks they receive leaves and magnolia seeds,
broken glass and sweeper debris. What runoff blurred
in prisms of oil-light from biomorphic puddles
of slick, tire tread over weathered topography.
In morning the roar and lament of roads everywhere,
alleys, avenues, quivering highways longing to be rivers.
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Who belongs in the places
of roads once paths or trails?
Who traces marks in the grass
with smoke of shoreline?
Who walks here in the season
of flowers, the first-born
native of Willmore City?
Who built the first house
at 327 Pine Avenue on two lots for $50
with sightlines of Los Cerritos
from the ocean bluffs to Signal Hill,
the cloud of dust of 30,000 sheep
come down over the stubble?
When tides broke hard
against the sweeping crescent?
When Chin-ngich-nish walked as Soar,
an ordinary human?
When Lilian Valenzuela Robles
walked a pilgrimage to Puvungna
to live there for fifteen days because
we have been cheated of so very, very much,
the mission church took our people and made them slaves,
we lost our language,
we lost our land.
We are the original people of this land,
and we have to buy our homes
just like everyone else.
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Just like the fire in the sun
and the roads upon this land,
we have this instrument within the performer,
between singing and dancing
the subtle branches.
This resonance in the column of air,
of the apple cords, lingering spirit
of the long breath.
Cilia encircles the dust
swept by the beating mouth,
of the moment between
breathing in and breathing out.
Roads were traveled,
rivers were crossed.
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Walk through the wet air,
droplets suspended in the thinnest
of what might be called a cloud,
a fine mist of perfume
sprayed in the air
and stepped into—
one river to the west
two to the east

ghosts of ancient wetlands
beneath the platform of asphalt
and concrete
three rivers forced to adhere
to the map, to flow
along the same coordinates, shorn
of tendrils, dendritic system of sinks
conquered, straightjacketed
into perfectly engineered troughs,
a watershed of war and profit.

Steer south (by southwest)
toward the Pacific Ocean
by walking a perfectly straight line
past the mean tide
off the Peninsular Range
and onto the submerged iceberg
of the Continental Borderland.

25
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Carroll Park

27

28

The attractive name
of a still more attractive place.

Pacific Electric
tracks all over—

29

—the long and short blows.

Who are these crew members who apply brakes?

What trains approach these stations?

What curves or other points
where the view may be obscured?

What trains reverse,
run against the current of traffic?

What prolonged or repeated blows
until the crossing is reached

Long Beach Land and Water.

Los Angeles Terminal Railroad.

Salt Lake Railroad.

Southern Pacific.

Rattlesnake Island along Ocean Park Avenue

beach frontage
to the mouth of the rivers
30

Here in Wilmington.

Here, the Alameda Corridor.

Here, lines laid down like tributaries

quite a little city

with all its associations of luxury
and delight

charming country houses
with red roofs and many gables

what bright houses
situated on green lawns
vivid with flowers

fashionable, comfortable,
well dressed and well off
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with Persian rugs in their houses

with village carts in their stables

with peacock blue portieres

with dainty bathing suits in which to plunge
into the warm and genial surf

with English shot-guns
to kill the wild duck and geese in winter

with trolling lines
for the unsuspecting barracuda

what quiet fashionable resort,
this city

what great surprise to anyone,
this city

how eager is the throng
bound for the sea,
this city

who rides slowly through
this city

what suburbs
this city

32

what undulating plain
lying between Los Angeles
and the ocean
what hour’s ride

what dainty motor line
connects with the solid trains
of the Southern Pacific

who surveyed

who laid lines down on maps

who built mammoth trains in winter
and summer to carry the good citizens
of Los Angeles back and forth daily
from their seaside cottages

what cruel laws of progress
have decreed that direct communication
without change of cars shall be a fact

who stood on a soapbox
and declared
the motor road will soon
be a thing of the past

how shiny the new Red Cars of 1902.

How magnificent the Red Cars on the Fourth of July.

33

How modern the Red Cars of visitors every fifteen minutes.

How grand the Red Cars to the bath house and hotels

and from that day on
Long Beach grew like a weed.

No other factor,

not the rich subterranean oil fields,

not the mild weather,

not the sea itself,

would contribute as much
to the growth of Long Beach

as the Pacific Electric.
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The walk of a thousand lights.

From the western cranes a roaring,
stacked containers a pounding,
ghosts of the Naval shipyards a booming,
grey train yards of Terminal Island a sighing,

Bahia de los Fumos,

35

wrench-shaped dock on a drained swamp a seeping,

silt from two rivers

of water
datum

mean sea
level depth

curves
and soundings
in feet datum
is mean

lower
of water

36

the carving of the river mouth.

The birth of two ports in deep water.

San Pedro the favorite son.

Eight-hundred acres of marshland.

Huntington fought for a lone wharf in Santa Monica.

Long Beach dredged the Cerritos Slough

shoreline shown
represents
the approximate line

of mean
high water

the mean
range of tide

approximately
four feet.
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LOS ANGELES
(laid a strip downtown to sea)
San Pedro
Wilmington

LONG BEACH
(preemptive strike to save itself)
Terminal Island
Carroll Park
Alamitos Townsite
Belmont Heights
parts of Pincushion Hill
Alamitos Bay
Naples

38

THUMS a compromise,
a consortium, a series of handshakes

Grissom at night, White lit
with gels

Chaffee canary palms and ferns,
Freeman swaying in the wind

when the breakwater killed the waves that Duke surfed.

When clay dikes and shoring no longer hold.

When the last berm of sand washed out at high tide.

What pipes canted horizontally as far north as Anaheim Road?

What footprint of Devil's Gate shadowed by Belmont Pier?

What water thinner and lighter than sweet crude?

What ground unstable forever?

What lapping of constrained ocean?

What broken water muffled and thin against the disappointed sand?
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—while in the sky a plane

lazy

and in the low spot
hearing the high
hearing the

waver

a folk song

the air of the propeller
the wings
the feathers

and the sound
is afternoon

the pitch
always descending

bitumen

the drifting asphalt
40

star wheel, no
shoe wear

force, falling
toward the center
of the earth

corrosion slows
the stopping
rust, a serious
freeze

under the strain
of streets, steep

of the incline,
linkage, a single
binding

of cuts,

of straightened legs sealed
to the emptiness

41

early
jangle
pronounced

clang of thin

the right key
its fundamental note
along the shear line
a bombard,
a shawm
chime
through a noisy
environment

42

no one branch
bundled

twigsnap

leaves,
limbs after each storm

shelter in a place
not quite suited

43

slight.

gone

Wind
trigger

/

shock

crossover

headlights
horn
pierce
rooftops.

44

They never

will
until

(

)

first
until the world

of the end

drained.

45

fullthroat
and rich

black feathers
absorb
the morning bright
of this world

black eye a wormhole
streamlined
into a nonlight the same color

as wings
spread

like fingers
in front
of a nightblinded face

46

thin legs rubbed
or wings, this

stridulation,
ridged veins along
a scraper, other

membranes

(katydid
night)

in turn,

Orthoptera,
47

Pennsylvania Age
straight wing,
McKittrick
Asphalt,

1861
of locusts,

strip plague
of cattle slaughtered
for hides

for jerky
for tallow
ranchos
to orchards,

two months and fifty
inches,

or drought

or smallpox winter

spring
river flooded,

flowed free again as it carved
yet another new path
to the ocean,

willow seeds
along the way,

48

while William
Willmore
stood at what is now
Long Beach Boulevard
and Anaheim Road

(a dirt path all the way
to the Anaheim Colony)

where

in a few months the soft air.

Willmore City crowded
with residents.

The American Colony filled
with groves, orchards
and vineyards.

Diffused from the bluffs
of the ocean,
backward and upward,

into bowers of beauty
and groves of fruit,

49

with all that nature
can create of comfort
and profusion,

filled with songs of birds,

the laugh of children

and the praise of God.

50

When the aqueducts fell to the barbarians,
water returned to the earth
was there ever
an ancient abundance of water
here?

Water diverted from its watershed
for consumption elsewhere—
we are not capable of what
only the good Lord can fix

whose precedence
over salmon or smelt,
the snowpack of the Sierra
a bellwether of how we treat
the land
of the fragility
of our fabric, the speed
with which it unravels
but look at the trees around us,
the leaves are falling when they shouldn’t

a problem
for us to solve
when we already had the answers
anthropogenic
in its roots
like sunspots, or magma,
surrounded by fire.

The dark mountain trembles,
the river in search of its lost course.

51

Acorns into flour,
seed to soil.

Red hips in the face of frosts—
the sand dunes of New England,
the wooded hills of New York,
of Missouri prairies and California
rivers

to vigorous roots, grafted
lump knuckles of the bud union
struck by the golden shade.
Thorns or fine spines, vestigial
with no points
five petals
like an apple blossom,
exposed pollen for easy transmission
the gamut of hues from snowy white
to sparkling yellow to deep tones
of crimson

left to grow as they please,
modern garden, to a gram
of volatile oils, three thousand
petals (an odorless
paraffin), pale gold blossoms
52

of Francis Meilland
a bundle of stems on the last plane
out of pre-invasion France,
thirty million Peace roses in ten years
bred from one tiny seed
no bigger
than the head of a pin,

a seed we might so easily
have overlooked or neglected
in a moment of inattention,

or which might have been
relished as a tidbit

by some hungry field
mouse.

53

Miko, the Western Gray Squirrel,
patted down to size by the Great Chief Glooskap,
can no longer sweep villages off the earth with his tail,
so he carries the appendage on his back—
he who sits in the shadow
of his tail.

Scirius bounds
along the asphalt, a sea serpent
crossing the road, vibrissae
sounding out the layout
of the world.
Hindlimbs (he rarely falls
to his death), this scatterhoarder (over seven hectares)
of acorns buried,
reclaimed by smell
and memory.
Sleeps in dreys
woven tight against water
and predators, disappears
to dens of trees
in winter.

54

The flurry of birdsong and a whipping of marks
that grow louder and more precise,
distressed for good measure, a pealing,
this invisible choir of throat and basin
with the gust of the bird of the song,
the choir of the golden throat of the bird,
the acapella of birdthroat and beaks
camouflaged in the foliage
of ficus microcarpa, poised for rain,
the flock of birds in proportion
to the flurry songs of bird, to the troop
of birds and the straw fire of song.

55

We see at the height
that
on which it stands
as the floor or ground,
heel to toe

another resting place
private or indirect,
on hollow wood down

sounding
each step,
the distinction of objects
being counted
the number of houses
on a street

or seeds of native plants

landing
stand
a moment
on a fixed point
a given place
or condition.

Dark and almost empty.

Every small thing
to carry
as a river to the ocean.
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Leaves turn and fall here
(contrary to popular opinion).
Remember the gingko biloba
and its yellow bells mute
against the sidewalk.
Other leaves crumble under foot
or catapult over the toes
of our shoes.
How many must fall
before invasive becomes
native?
So much water lost
in a landscape of no water.
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The crow
is the globe.

Forlorn
as in flight or tides,
paths converge
out in the air, wind
in the tapering branches.

Mountains loom solid,
grip plates, sway
this imperceptible
motion of nature,
launch, yawning rift
of green.

Palm
stilled.

The world
is this bird.
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Bluff

59

60

The sound of a jetliner never the same again,
that afternoon a sky devoid
of aircraft, condensation trails,
the various shots and angles
all missing a soundtrack,
the planes silently passing
through the towers.
How much of this sound
is the air (forced into the compressor,
compacted up to thirty times, ignited
by the fuel of hydrogen and carbon)
seeking to escape the turbofan engine
along the path of least resistance?
How much of this sound
is the violent dispersal of atmosphere
over fuselage and wings?
How can something this loud
lift into the air and fly?
So many assumptions.
So large a leap of faith.
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What is contained
in our movement through
this place?
What vehicle or the animals
that draw it, distance covered
by such a stroke?
Excursion distinguished
from a ride. Forced
or hurried dispatch.
Cattle hastened, nails
driven home. Smoke
from a sedan or carts drawn
by beasts.
Branches of winter trees
floating down the river

dust in the morning air,
there, and then
here—
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—where a bird rustles in the bush, among the palm
fronds a white gift removed, transported
by the music reflecting a clinging lifeline whose
multiplicity confers sound as noise, the key
signifiers of sound, then, how should I say this
birdsong as experience shimmers and fluctuates
for as long as we can remember…is it an event
of revelation? Powerful birdsongs within
the navigational path, the birdface an iced-over
veneer of still pools, the blank face of troubled waters

what leaf curl,
for a beautiful spring
is not far behind.

What gauzy imprint
of this great blue heron,
signs on every crossing?
What steelhead barely visible
in the channel?
What settlement
in the path of something,
in awe of nature's cunning?
What sound is this?
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Car passes
quickly
not without
event.
Density
of the center.

Dark streets
sparse
at this hour
of streets
beneath
tires.

Long stretch
between
stops
under shade
trees before
sun breaks

64

in claxon
a kind of loud
horn formerly used
on motor vehicles
as in
“the horns of the taxis
blared” pointed with
the horn and forming
of the return towards
the noise to this high
noise this hard
communication
and it gives you
the cries of the loudspeakers hard of
improves transmits
in rendering sound
this high noise
the hard grinding sound
and the cries
to the heavenly klaxon
used previously
you heal
autokinetic
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chirp from
like
birdsong and vice
versa, birds
learned to mimic the
squawk
birds watching from above
and laughing,
bike filled with birdsong
(has this happened
to anyone else)
alarm going off for all time
one summer, one bird
just like
birds sing
that song now when it gets windy,
the same bird song
a few birds
sound like
funny,
very quiet mockingbird singing,
what distant birds (we have
heard them)
humming?
practicing their
trills, their car alarms,
their cat cries
for when they need it
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bird
(the bird of bird)
flees
slapwing
flight of bird
quarter notes divided
drunk in a midnight choir

their tail

their cable
their pear-shaped body
their tele-form of pear

the physics of the space
left over
after a bird
takes flight
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to a minor
scale,

bellsound,

hollowed
lengths of wood

five
pitches

unfold

endlessly

68

Edison filmed Fred Ott’s sternutation (the act
of sneezing, the tickling trigger), capturing
in five seconds and eighty frames
the reflex response which involved Ott’s facial, throat,
chest and abdomen muscles.
As a sneeze occurred (a series of still photographs
to accompany an article in Harper’s Weekly),
all the muscles worked in a sequence
that created a powerful force to expel the irritants.
This reflex response also forced his eyes
to close automatically (photic, perhaps—
allergic to light).

What is light if not a star
of any size?
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From a hidden place—
the crow calls out a double quantity

the crow accesses this legislative body

the crow requires this latter field

the crow needs echoes and other crows

from the studies of the courtyard
of the plan

of the proportion

of the echo

of the program

of the dwelling

of the detention

of that it hides
70

of the halting

of the cover

of the loop

of the hashing

of the transformation
—we hear this handsome
stroke of crow.

71

Hover, the easiest
so, imagine
that to fly upward

swash plate
let’s not worry
about getting back down.

72

Superstar, diehard and newbie.
What I am trying to say is that I can add a few thoughts to this.

Driven by sound, nothing more.
In my limited experience, is this all I need, am I correct?

Be cautious of more chances of noise in the system.
For once in my life, I still don’t know what the hell is going on!

The stupid—you have to admire their consistency.
To the best of my knowledge, nothing makes any sense to me.

Surviving an oops moment is critical.
To the best of my abilities, I don’t want to go back.

73

The potential for a beautiful life don’t try this at home.

Moments spill over into more adrenaline for the gorgeous astounding effort.

Never lose kudos or forget this street ride full of great ideas.

We need accurate physics for this song of high performance.

Set aside a month of drifting to go back to the last save.

Sharp crosshairs frame the singsong whine of shifting gears.

The supremacy of the infamous bikini and burnout as heavy hitters battle.

You will be required to trick time on the mighty dragway of one humdinger.

Focus and plow the hardest cash in mapping this place in mindful detail.

Will you enjoy the sound of the youthful night in the places you drive?
Don’t forget the water that never falls on roads like these on days like this.
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All of this may befall.

In the bonding.

In the telling.

In the understanding.

75

Breaking,
many of us wait
on the verge of this American
weather.
Through open doors
on the heavily traveled paths
to the tipping point of morning
where few are heard.
Water falls
or floods.

The land is all
small places.

76

In a world gone whispers and other clues.

In this turbulent time foliage looks brilliant in the fall.

Incapable of telling a straight story this is not an event.

By turns moving tackle the blaze which threatens.

Traffic delayed by bad weather in slow but certain cycles.

Note the big sound a car is in motion or it is not.

Or manifests in cycles the rattle of rotation.

Whirl the engine in its encasement crawl the long needle.

Aim for balance in the closed loop of hammer and plate.

Note the great crying sound of primes the fires wire thin.

Topple the shady giants since a sheave is just a pulley.

Just like a see-saw along the sides of the rails.

Witness the mighty engine of the world tick and tock itself to sleep.

77

Worry about fires! There is always
more wood to burn!

We have seen it all! There is
no magic!

Don’t take no prisoners! The dark
is no place to live!

The reason is clear! All of our walls
will be straight and true!
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All of the water will be
sprinkled in thin fans
on crisp plots of green grass.
Green is this grass on both sides
of the street, green blades over
wedges of soil that cover
water sputtering through PVC,
this green wet grass.
This grass is green, so,
who are we to shout down
these green lawns of sod
with sandy loam backings?
Seeds and sods,
sprigs and plugs,
entire industries hinging
on the strength and hue
of these thin blades.
Water siphoned
from increasingly narrow
pipes, then flung
back into the air,
a false dialect of rain.
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When the sun ascends
in the basic need
of dawn.
What remainder of the morning
remains perfect, our constant
hunt for syllogisms
of light, no simple
masterpiece?
What distance of stars
sketched rising
in their safety of orbits?
When noise arrives in this place
of slow assembly.
What happens
if there is a lack?
What narrow understanding
of the heavens?

Where do the people want to travel?

If the road is level, what is the purpose
of this balance?
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blind transfer
of air over the

spine

but first
the vert stalls

in the miniair

grinding

on the extension
in the fish eye

view of the stucco
wall ride you kick

grab and grind
50-50 in this
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backside air
front-

side air
head

planted
ass
and transferred

to wall ride stalled
bench
—it was a fluke
the reverse hoop

in the alley

grinding
plates to a toe-

stop
the death
of a kiss—

two feet
one foot

grab
stall
plant skull

bail
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watch me
hurt myself

not

quite

but I love
my helmet

and sometimes
the wheel bites back

—floored
run through the gears
and down
stutter,
stripped
down to the frame

harescramble
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up and off camber
spark and reed
possibly sheared
centered over the bike
like bull ride
over the leaning
machine
back to the sweet spot
G-forces
jump through the gears

the light

where each foot will land,
for the flag to drop

weak spark may
not jump the gap
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LIFT

curled
ram-heavy
blown

beneath the distant wash

breeze-barn
large red door

fine powdered dirt

sky
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drawing
downward

shape

snake
smooth

eye

peaks and

valleys, rubber
steel

spinning

road

glass
filled w/

light
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Flock of birds overhead swarming in voice,
emergent behavior where there is no leader,
moment to moment with many eyes together,
individual birds far less mysterious in following
their neighbors, inches from our heads
the group takes flight, cutting, turning.
Vortexes of air, they bunch up and fly,
veer and turn, while a bird initiates a movement
of the flock, the decision radiating outward,
banking into the mass rather than away,
changes in milliseconds. Dark marks in the sky,
a chorus line of anticipated movement.
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With ten thousand palms we signed the sky bathed in dusk gold.

Nearing the end of their lives these date palms from Algerian seeds.

Along orange groves Mexican palms on the foggy coast their fluttering brio.

Before the 1932 Olympics City Beautiful swept through with palms and palms.

Tall and taller than in the wild mighty diamonds of the Canary Island.
The lacy King and Queen rarely toppled in storms (they couldn’t tell them apart).

Welcome the world of cross-hatching bears the stem and elephant legs.

Fiber bark strong on a ten-year kill with a feather duster or pineapple head.

Palms afresh and the fusarium wilt on live wood and hand saws dying of old age.

Of the upright and considerable height in full leaf picture but these palms.

Dusky green sentinels of broadways standing watch multi-trunked these palms.

In the serious cold of the spiny bouquets these aristocratic fruit trees of the Bible.

Artfully mixed and handsome an attractive thicket of palm sheds in the desert heat.

Crown shaft with green feathery or pinnate good looks these palms slightly fierce.

Lavish white spring startling against blue lush summer necklace.
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How has this place been transformed by the forces of youth?

How do we reconcile this glorified urban landscape?

Have kids reclaimed the sterile asphalt spaces of sprawl?

Who growls across the pavement with vibrations traveling from legs to gut?

Is the visceral experience cruising on smooth asphalt a higher calling?

What is more than a plank on roller skate wheels?

What is more than flying down a hill in a wind-piercing lean?

Why does the board stick to the feet after pushing down the ollie?

Why does the wheel return to shape in energetic contact with the pavement?

What names do we share for this elegant ground?

What lines of evidence did we discover of summer fading to fall?

How do we get perfectly balanced in the propulsion of movement?

Why do we fall again and again to the earth?
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This is

of 1977
exclude—
into lumber

2 and 4 yes,
7 no

no greater than

no less

no length or width

no longer or shorter

free of charge
this

for the small holes

branches snagged—

that these are the good days
does not need to be said:

since they do not break down,
the answer is not clear
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from the failure
of our imagination

of bones to lungs,
pleura to boot strap.
Hardly noticeable,
merely providing cover
for an unnamed darkness
and will the tides
be cleaned?

Leaves upon leaves
instead of pines in the wind,
rested horse with heart,
fresh in murmur

or dazzling whiteness!

Obscurity of fog! Make haste
and sweep away!

Ornament to the humble earth
enter without delay!
All lights at full power!
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Write of the power of storms
spinning in the Pacific,
morning light slow
to reveal itself.
Power everything!

What dawn rupture
transforms these mountains
in the immense
orange morning

not to be confused
with smoke

an ocean on one side

in retreat of sounds what final notes
quiver this first shift of fall. Winter set
with trees, the road for trains.
Tempo complicated, a vintage recording
of simplicity with illustrations softly colored.
Wormwood when the stone drops. Pocket
limn, barrage stretched from sheath light
on table placed.
Loop lake bed, base of leaf above
tines of forks, what delicate scrollwork
of cuttings. Humble of age.
What tiny hilltop revealed, earthfrost
and air. Melody of floor and beam,
bare of window.
Gilt cage of impossible green. No bread
or light, a dryer hum
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images come unbidden
through stone or lawn,
life heard easier on a walk.

Some terrible commotion
this morning through water
in a deep sink. From tannic
a plant stem brown
on a warm day of fume
seek out sleep, child,
resolve of one’s breath.

Loam and twitch, finished wave
stolen by hand

who found a dwelling
here?

Who will flee
the coming tide?

What quiet morning
of patient timers
and porch lights?
What tiny buzz
in the absence of cars?
What bulb
slight as a bird's
grip on the branch
above?
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What fine clouds in the blue,
these large pigeons (swabwhite on neck) nipping
at cobbled ground?
Is it true that
beneath every paving stone,
a beach? What white rock
sweats calcium stained
with exhaust?
What residue of ancient sounds
recoils in countless ripples?
What of the water that disappears
and emerges in the staggered gutters
of Montmartre? What of the children
who chant for a parade
as pigeons pace intricate patterns
on the ancient streets?
May we present Cher Ami,
the hero shot down
in the first world war
feral
columba livia
three billion, blue
blue-gray
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what nests wellhidden in urban cliffs?
Who takes turns
warming two white eggs,
seeds rather than crop
milk, squabs heavier
than hens and cocks?
What iridescent
hackle, shape
and down, filoplume
for touch and pressure?
Who gazes past white
cere into ultraviolet,
into magnetic
fields?
Who sniffs the air
for the pigeon hawk Merlin,
Peregrines, Red-tails
or Coopers?
Who scans the sky
for the crisp crosshairs
of distant rifles?
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Who interprets this autumn sequel to summer,
who heralds this memorable morning?
The moral of mazes,
prior interpretations of the best way

now afloat on this wide
pathway as if newly crafted.
From the dense greenery
a definition to the field,
our words the imprint
of unhurried music.
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The unspoken history of the level road,
a quick flash of high cirrus clouds looming
which prompted the ongoing combination of hazards,
this random noise such as ringing due to light,
the sudden escape of hearing and high incidence,
direct contact of rigging to beams from the mast,
the body of us compared to the plant of us,
of viscera, ligature, and vertigo.
Tinnitus of the flashing high beams,
articles of interest and asymmetric hearing,
underground dictionary of the superstition,
small, a state of the art transistor radio,
the train at the platform down the line,
soft-edged landmarks of mountains framing
the distant horizon, a dry wind,
the winter weather of open country.
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A long history
of the sound a cat makes,
where in a Cyprus grave
bones lay together
hand-reared on turtle backs,
the high ground of the Nile
broken off into tributaries
of felis sylvestris, the familiar
of the farmer long after dogs
curled up at the feet of hunters,
free to come and go,
draped in jewels,
tail curled against the right side.
Toms and queens,
cat mother Bastet of grace and beauty,
Sekhmet, the burning sun,
Nadjem, the pleasant one.
Kept cats,
snubbed by Chinese rat,
living long, longing
to bury their dry scat
in the desert sand,
slaughtered in blame
for the plague,
leaving the rat-fleas
to leap from death to death.
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coo and flight from slender
black marking midway
wings with dark primaries
crop milk for three days
then seeds, croton crowfoot
six broods in evergreen trees

or hindneck pinkish wash
bluish ring of bare skin
evening browntop of soils
and fire, grain or grass
in the air of loblolly pines
red cedar shortleaf

in the open fields
eroded patches of bare
among the park-like
pine stands migratory doves
over-winter and short-lived
dying within the year
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Lay yourself down before us. Cut across
each other like wings opening. Lead
the blind to the sea or forage for insects
near the old house with the dusty
sills and sagging windows, summer heat
on the seat of the chair, Whiteread’s
negative space manifesting in blankets
of calm, the sharp bone, the spartan
chamber. These chairs hold 500+ lbs,
hold everyone.
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devour miles
with ease
kin
etic energ
y found

all winter last winter
in bad spirits and evil
winds

origin of branches
tomb
quiet stand
ing

water
these howls

in motionless clay
brass coins at a bell
even
in rain

every circum
stance of life
worthy of notice

give rise
to the words
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to the incidence

Archilochus of the black chin
at eighty beats through a shallow
figure eight

long and tapered

pollen from flower

food remembered from years
along each feather vein

insects and nectar
flexible wings
a blur

preen and groom
to flower
tail displayed
and gorget

comb claws
sleep with bill
pointed
sharply to the sky

while

Huitzilopchtli flew
through the fine mist
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visited a wedding ceremony

was rescued by an auto mechanic

listened to a fiddle

got stuck in a spider web

fought a bumblebee

built a nest in a windchime

filled his pants with seeds

hoarded all the water

sat on a prickly pear

flew around salmonberries to ripen them

hitched a ride in the ample feathers of the eagle

seeded the sky with the moon
his sister’s head
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of Sirius
the scorcher.
The brightest star (bluish
white) his twin a white
dwarf once worshiped
as red.
Temples in the Nile valley
aligned with the light,
busts of bones and dogs
walking on their toes.
Knowing home
by the slanting angle
of the sun.
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A shopping cart pushed in the distance, the metal frame rattling when the wheels hit sidewalk
seams, piloted like a rocket car, pushed hard, the wheezing of the shopping cart wheels at full
speed. While a boy stands up in the cart with no effort, the average kid wonders how old
is too old to ride in shopping carts, imagines shopping carts pushed over cliffs into cartclogged lakes, the spinning of cart wheels, carts barreling down streets and sidewalks
like elephants trumpeting.

Who has time to return them to their corrals?

Who follows with blurry inventories of cargo?
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The coin drop clunk into the slide of paper made possible by the leap.

The entering of the coin of place from the glass door with a hard blow.

The contraction of door to rack guards and many coins for just this purpose.

The clunk parts of slip and open glass where the articles of this body.

Many coins on the pavement where metal vibrates the feet of sidewalks.

Concrete to the scrape across bark and moss this coin of trade in some places.

Curtains drawn open to the silty bottom of the lake of blurring.

What astounding purpose this dusty lexicon of currency.

Is it important to know
this hearing?

Just know the pure noise, pierced to go with the sounding.

Know the detailed explanation, the foreboding end.
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When crow slices the air into bursts of fundamental tones.

When the chopping action of the shape of the sound.

When a triangular wave of odd / even harmonics.

When the diminishing brightness of the line.

When the easy transposition of the bottom-most.

Here, earth and air mixed
ill-suited to this life,
this dustcart
louder than horse and wagon,
broom and shovel
hopper
drum and auger
but here,
among shipyards and channels,
is anything that simple?
The burning of trash,
leaves raked into a pile and set aflame,
a twist of smoke, curlicues of ash?

Does everything burn?
When matter shifts to energy,
is nothing lost?
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Sensor drift, sounds
over areas of open ocean,
a gigantic river encircling
the known world.
Steering oar and ship cradled,
fish in one hand, serpent
in the other.
Rim of shield
and waves stilled
along the shore
of the sounding sea.
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Belmont

109
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Let these drawings show
the status of the morning.
Wake, now
in the city they represent.
Evaporation lifts
upwards.
Particulates from burns
or exhaust ring out.
Elsewhere, snowplows
tear into silent corridors.
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Sound travels through a medium.
Think about the air until it is missing.
Like the air, power is right out there
in the open for all to see—
the earth is a wire.

Ground is the ground is the dirt,
rocks, groundwater
all around when walking

that part that continues
downward

the stones not yet sunk
into the trail—

—blazes made on a tree,
groundcover under shade spread
by birds. Perpetual summer in sight.
Unchecked growth of plants
on the forest floor, roots spaced far
enough apart. Autumn tumble,
there to here. Embers spiral
onto boughs, onto earth
abraded—
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—rush of tender,
tantrum. Stack of books
and occasional lamp. Gravitydefying towers, oh,
we are red.
Water comes full, sheaf
of wrist. Leaves and other
sticks—
one evening
a tree swayed miles
in the dark

in bad weather,
the inventory of materials
that contract and expand.
Boxes and amplifiers,
fingers calloused.
The cold can get in,
and dust—
sheltered bay,
storm winds
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or gentle curve of scar
through constellations of hardened brown wax,
salt rinsed from distant beaches.
Wave sliding in the south-facing surf,
polyester/epoxy reinforced by fine fibers
of glass much lighter than the wood planks
of Duke Kahanamoku, the Human Fish,
the Big Kahuna's papa nui
sixteen feet long and 114 pounds
from a koa tree
when royalty
with the longest boards
competed on the best waves for canoes,
fishing nets, livestock
haolies flocked with bans
and plagues, Jack
London in Waikiki

when Duke jumped
from board to board,
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a few lines for the motion
pictures, a strong Hawaiian current,
cardboard in his trunks
u-ku-lele
on the SS Finland, laurel wreath
from Sweden’s king, cannons,
boatwhistles, leis stacked up
over his head

who rode Bluebird for a mile,

a wave,
trapped below its curling back

like a factory come down.
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Rustle spread of wingblur. Resonant chest of pipes
tapped, smoking hat or common
briar-wood pipe.
Forage or pigeon gesture. Scope
of drainpipe, talons dug or gutterscraped. What weave of nests
tucked under wood rot,
harsh brass or hollow cheek
of gaunt. Wind-slowed hollow
sphere, thin-jawed signal
of rust eating, the air curled
in on itself. Enough light
to see their dark shapes
of vapor but not of flame,
signals that must be sounded

before anyone dreamed of ships
past Cape Horn, or gold. Rainsoaked plains. Distant hooves
on frozen hardpack like bells
what decay of being?

What benevolence of familiar
ground?

Power of fortitude and tragedy
of tallow. White-tipped hills lurid
and upward.
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What light this aged California
at day’s end when great shadows
when guides
do not direct to objects
what keys
in the dark?

What vengeful spirits
or black of brush fires
sparked by embers or
singsong of
light leaking
when
rolling waves, but
no hollering

no hearkening
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no lands managed

on the nature of open space
care must be taken

these measurements are unstable

the liminal dimensions of bodies,
two places at the same time

is part of a larger

about the differences between
the two
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Kill and be rough,
wander and render.

Declare sold these medicines
and correctives
the purpose of travel
without stopping.

Who maps this neighborhood
of points and signals?

Who is intermittently aware?

Who tallies this audience of patrons
in seat or station
a quorum of lines drawn,
the twelve parts of heaven?

Who lode
who burrow?
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Image hover
through gloss of crow
a light violet
on rain gutter
handy to the nest,
a signal of land ahead
of what loss
of gray weather, grip loosed
from metal
sonic, ultrasonic
terror eyes
thus,
the reason of scare,
a region of all seeing
these tributaries,
drift and soar elsewhere
away
from the coast,
diving curved-wing
into the dark
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wherever we look
in the ordinary world

weep
or whimper lightly

glowing sky of red breezes
seen with eyes
a guest
a nightingale

enclosed by
at the watering hole
a violent release
or cavity

the purging
bolus failed
this lump of earth
moving
like ocean waves
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of towns left to dry
with saltwhite
of the Colorado
from canyons
under a sky of planets

river = water
salt = salt

to start
of salt cedar
in Warm Creek Bay
Green & Gunnison
root down
of mud, of crust
is this the place

fallow, lost waters
chased, rings of trees
here, sprinklers
with water from nowhere,
goes nowhere?
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Here there are fires in the road for an opening
in the deluge. Stopped at the edge of the curb
by the copious understeer. Car crash flung into
the open lane of all roads. Of the head-lit blurred
line of vehicles waiting on streets blocked, nothing
for miles but the view of greener grass. Expect
no easy egress from this place. Look for the turning
as winds sweep leaves from the path. Wait
for answers to the questions that bedevil us,
for the riddles that disturb our calm seas

but nothing has changed at the root of things. An eclectic
array of malfunction. The basics of internal combustion.
Not a giant wheel. How fine the spark, how confined
the explosion. Objects repair themselves, we swear.
The new location of the figure eight. How up and down
becomes over and over, changing everything we know
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about the raking of leaves
and the twisting posture. Time teeters in fields
leveled or a mass exodus through endless
rows of curling green leaves, twisting vines
and easy pauses, connections between
unconnected things. Shore of wet sand
at ear-split volumes. Saints fade in numbers
or importance, weather and other songs
such an intense focus of discussion, sounds
consecrated to the popular or the forgotten
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by the world’s first car, a love for the open road
carved up in their honor, these roads
that we walk now

of those behind the wheel

invisible ink
of these streets

newfound
supercharged throaty
the 409
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roaring pipes
bottomed-out
youthsong
heat rising

red
apple and bright
signal flare

orange
grabber

yellow
bright, light, and light

beige
pebble and mist

brown
tan and prairie

gold
bright and morning

bronze
copper

copper
bronze

green
bright and dark
dark moss and ivy
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lime
new

turquoise
young and frost

aqua
dark bright clearwater

blue
dark and diamond winter

white
white

gray
light

silver
frost and smoke

black
raven
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boneshaker

against drafts
sky over furrowed fields

pushed by
weathered hands
wings of a wing-back
a light of orbit

spokes

of sleeping
at sea level
with grass suddenly

and dreaming

on clear enough paths
and fields
around the neighborhood
a circle
a small rut or hole

the ground
with a line
of dark marks
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song birds
perch close.
Beaks
very close without
teeth, hollow
or breath.
More than half
of all birds touched
through tangles of leaves

through thickets of green

through singing trees

through warm blood.
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With speech not in mind curiosity trumps caution.

A stray of fractures entirely straight though out of range.

The amazing capacity of vibration due to a legendary fall.

Survival and self-preservation in a sack of broken bones.

Unable to walk because of a shrill noise in the air through an open door.

A groaning sound becoming the native language of body and scent.

The language of subtle shifts in pressure and the more obvious cues.

A false sense of security almost invisible with excitement.

The tension before pouncing with limbs and the twitching tail.

The sudden exhalation of air through an overspill of emotional leakage.

Stringing together pauses and forlorn tones of a plaintive life.

The nine lives of repute and the meaningful anything.

Arch of gesture in this brushing beyond patience for brushing.

Bones healing rapidly these invisible crumbs of empty.
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Crowns drawn
into the soil.
Thin-walled in a warm
light of shade
edged in a tinge,
prior to full.
Brittle tips of fall
growth on a branch,
barley in the wind
heavy loads of snow.

Stiff whorls of pure,
small, star-like.
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picidae,
near passerine

yoked
three-toe
echo-locate

owls in old holes.

Wryneck,

trap line from tree to tree

rumors of Ivory-billed
last seen deep
in the previous century
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Egress

the act of exit.

Appearance and the right to do so.

Emergence of a celestial body from eclipse or occultation.

Covers cap shafts to pipes and chambers,
sewer, power, gas, telecom.

Cover rests on an inch-wide lip which prevents it from falling
down the shaft.

Ereshkigal

queen of the great below.

Aspect of Ki, the rich silt of floods
and the dark soil of the dead.

Persephone picked poppies stolen by Hades
down into the earth.

Water and grain tossed over shoulder,
a gift of the four seasons.
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To graves women carry baskets
of knives and wheat.

Women receive vessels from women, plant seeds
in broken jars in the hot sun, pour water
into crumpled jugs.

Hope stays in the vase,
while moonlight floats like blossoms
to the dark caverns of the other world.
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Break or be lost opaque through which light.

Trajectory of the moon an opening in an otherwise solid surface.

Wind eye window vindr auga in a wall of a house.

Opening in the air if light enters a room through oval or square.

If light breaks the quiet of a space through windows shielded with hide.

If light illuminates silent corners through cloth stretched over mullioned glass or paper.

The sash of Yorkshire light of glaze tile and slide recall the popular game.

When casement swings out what shrill pitch of passing.

Open during heavy rains and yet warm air collects in wells.

The thief entered cleanly through give light to the inner space.
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If the golden light that reaches
all elevations of the floodplain.
If the sound that lingers
through the willows
and the yellow mustard.
If the rumble of uplift
and the air moved
by feathers in flight.
If the gilded rays of sunshine
yield the black secrets of seeds,
free of noise and dust—
spring moving
in the air and
in the earth.
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Like it or not these flocks
of permanent residents of shore,
they remain through the furtive origins
of their escape, of ships,
sorry until the day
they fly.
No story is more true,
thousands of miles of broadcast
these creatures so far from places
carried. Conures green
with red spots or small patches
of yellow, they have always
flown.
Roost and breed
in one of the beach cities,
spotted in valleys and counties
flying low over freeways
or coastal bluffs, let go
to thrive in the climate
of tropical plants, eucalyptus
and coral.
Among trees the calls
of green birds flying.
The day of the parrots and the radius
of their roosting, yet most afternoons
they return to flowering trees.
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Look! A cyclone
of parrots flying over grounds
and sometimes landing in trees
in green yards. There,
discarded buds of pink flowers
on the sidewalk, petals often falling
beneath the tree, their meal,
their bills, their perch.
When the parrots return
in and out of the sun,
mere minutes of sight.
Dawn wait, watch
roof for morning wake.
Chatter in a swaying. Soon
parrots roost, circle
the early sky.
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Who scratches at the worn morning
of fragile activities, shingles
and signboard, short-perch
and patching shake, jackdaws
and grosbeaks?
Who gleans the sunbaked roof
of shingles warped by rain
and cold wind, high ground
and a brown thread of light,
green warp of the nearest trees,
acres of grimy roof and shallow
layers made of paper?
Who crows a refrain of complaints
knowing the storm will cease
when the time comes?
Who swoops down from the rafters
to the low places and the dark,
to the patient loam of this world?
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It is believed
that the life of this city
is an act of great daring.
Days get shorter
and colder. Clear skies
for miles. Across
the wilds these
lines are meaningless
at ground level.
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Thin the entire crown,
the severe, fast-growing trees
still green with recent life.
Shears for small branches,
narrow tip of a saw
with curved blade,
dormant tree
with no leaves.
Cut tips drag
on the ground,
stimulate more branches
to grow in the crown.
The caution of cutting,
a swelling or knot where the top
attaches to the standard.
Step back and examine the tree
with a more open form,
a critical eye,
an even balance.
A top-heavy tree
can break under heavy snow
or high wind
the dense tangle
will get worse.
The wind shimmers through the branches,
the uppermost grafts,
the many weeping trees.
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or King,
in longer chains
higher than water,
smoky and smelly.
Slow rattle,
let off floored
roar like a street
shudder.
Glow plug for cold starts
into swirled air
hot enough to spark
the brakes of dry.

The limited reach.

The kitchen of fuel.

The ample operations of the machine.

The extremely low speeds of the cross accelerated.

The strong returns of the cold time.

The heavy more of the red hot engine.

The high coal of the strong.

The length of the compressed air.

The candle of the totality.
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Mimus sings
through nights and years,
bolts into the air and back
without missing a note.
Mimesis of many voices,
resident songs of other birds,
animals, machines in open
areas and dense shrubs,
clutch early
or late season.
A wide range of open,
a habitat generalist
of two abundant broods
nesting in coniferous,
deciduous in vines
or twigs
lined with grass.
Conspicuous wingflash,
heads and tails held high,
dart and retreat, ground gleaned
for foliage
neighboring birds
join the attack, others watch
mockingbird swoop on crow
light under,
long dark tail, long
dark legs, white
wing bars,
snowwhite
wing in flight,
spread wings in twostep
fold them
again.
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Fronds waver
(even with no wind).

Leaves settle
in a splendid variety of trees,

a tiny Monterey cypress,
weeping eucalyptus,

flaming eucalyptus,
grevilia robusta,
palm trees, pine trees,
and many more cedars,

two giant sequoias,
monkey-puzzle,
banana palms,
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pepper trees,

Arizona and Italian cypress,
acacia, royal palm,
Mt. Atlas cedar
it has been said
that there is hardly a tree
indigenous to frigid, torrid
or temperate zones
which can’t be raised
in Long Beach,

and the various parks
and residence sections of this city
bear living evidence
of our dark, prolific soil.
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How long this rubble,
a single arch, a tributary
of this brook
what remains
of the pier still standing,
the motion of legs walking
this valley between hills
and bluff
the sprawl,
the gauntlet of concrete
on foot, much thought
to the new.
What layers split by rainwater,
borewell and open ground,
layer of sand, of gravel,
of medium pebbles.
What tonnage of traffic
through the forecast years,
builders and freighters
after ballast.
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What hungry particulates of air
in the trapped heat and reflected light
of changing rainfall across the Pacific,
want of wood smoke
from halfway around the world.
What proof that there is no away,
that there is no place than this

that the hour after daybreak,
too early for the calls of children
that punch the still morning.
Early rise in this city
not quite a city,
not fully a suburb.
Shore birds migrate north
each morning as sunlight breaks
over palms, power lines dotted
with crows

that planes fly.
That the sun rises again and again
in the east.
That there is a river below us,
water or not.
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What direction of water
this morning?
With the storm clouds bunched up
and bruised?
Low layer of overcast
for which coastal cities are known,
imperceptibly dissipating by noon?
Sky clear but cold,
no water there that we can see?
Water, in fissures and in creek
beds and basins—
Bell Creek, Arroyo, Calabasas.

In the Sepulveda Basin.

In the Glendale Narrows.

In the Long Beach estuary.

River of water and its attraction
to animals.
DePortola rested
among the angels of Porciúncula

portmanteau
of trademarks

discards
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debris thrown
by front

Dempster
lift prongs emptied

Dumpmaster
a large
flip the
image of climb /
dive

midnight to a
manhole

wood plank any
rapidly growing
middle ground 2x4
scheme

million
secret
time in jigsaw
dollars

widespread
unlikely

chimney stack
raft of measures
that curious mythology

this whole business
of haunting.
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Chains clink in the gothic mystery
of residential backyards
where anything is possible
behind head-high shrubs or fences,
chains too big and heavy for dogs,
trailer chains or bondage chains,
chains for swing sets or tire swings
from the extended biceps of trees
in a climate that rarely hears the clash
of tire chains against the slick sheen
of ice and slush, the faint
decibels of falling snow
simply falling below audibility,
snowflakes striking against one another,
the sound of snow falling through still air,
striking soft snow measured at a distance.
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Imagine life without ice cream, ice-cold beer.
Imagine no days of fresh food.
Imagine no flowers
or ice harvested and stored in China,
snow in storage pits of Rome and Greece,
roofs of earthen jars of cooling water in Egypt,
long-necked bottles in water of dissolved saltpeter,
cellars, outdoor window boxes,
springhouse fed by cool spring waters.

Walk across the eight-inch crust of frozen lake,
skates in your pockets, December’s fierce battalion
of snow over the stilled waters of New England,
Boston to New Orleans,
Havana, Martinique,
ballast of ice in emptied ships—
frost covers windows,
wheels creak, boys run,
winter rules, & ice
worth five figures
floats on Fresh Pond.
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What doors must be opened completely
for passage to occur?
Which answers will become clear
in the course of the description:

* Figure 1 concerns the nomenclature of mysterious sounds.

* Figure 2 features the brilliance of light in cold air.

* Figure 3 charts the positions of crows at treeline.

* Figures 4 to 9 illustrate the direction of the sun moving across the sky.

What notation of morning,
no stranger to the loud

a constant hum
of activity,
and only the timeliest news.

People live here,
work here,
recreate here.

A clear sense of purpose,
ours is to provide
readers with information
that will help them
know their environment
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they, who read about the endless hours
of becoming, of fresh air from mountain tops.

Who calculated the time and day of the circulation,
of the number of early mornings over the years.

Who traced the outreach of the walk.

Who gave us protection from the weather.

Who delivered love door-to-door with the story
of personal symbolism and other small gifts.

Who responded to the required tapes and the letters and the tracts.

Who flung the newspaper.

Who wrote out the message and shared seeds with those without.

Who kept clippings of contact and setting.

Who gained awareness of the knowledge.

Who walked the holy land of May.

Who held hope for this world.

Who spoke the false doctrine of results.
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Who sampled the palaces of the city via seams and intersections?

Who among us identify as artists of the urban landscape?

What is better than a video game starring a spindly stripped-down bicycle?

Who navigates the blacktop spaces between the city and exhilaration?

Who translates the path through torment or temper and the sweet spot?

What sluggish weight of traffic on roads at the cycling time a cliché of freedom?

Who rides to glimpse this grandiose space through the utopian velocities of moving?
Who claims the core whoop of the ascendant city’s patina of hard precision?

What tall shadows slant on the sidewalks of neighborhood streets and alleys?

The cultural bravado of urban traffic between throngs of midnight whistles.

The improvised routes of citizens through the arterial and up to the rumbling busy.
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of the community
drawn from the plain
these neighborhoods
of tremendous potential

what this neighborhood
built for speculation,
everyman's ideal of a home

not just
on the map
or inventing brands /
enforcing red lines
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If only we knew
of tides turning,
unbroken then,
a world of our own.

If only we knew
the ghost paths of the river
and where to settle.

If only we knew
a few early mornings
would stay with us.
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something terrible and
unexpected

what our forebears

we may not
be able to alter
the weather, treading
in wet grass
a mixed blessing

oversized round crayon
scrubbed into the surface,
buffing soles and heels
with blackball,
tallow or beeswax
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soot, carbon
black, neatsfoot oil,
sno-seal.

The arc of a walk,
ashes saved
for the marking purpose

a pair of shoes
every six months.

Every zero mile
of rain tagging hardscape with such hesitant
steps
the diffusion
of everything
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in impossible dust,
listening for water
beneath streets.
Near-miss,
smoke out there
across the river
banking and black
billow, surprise
of high iron
shower of paper,
late again trains
stranded, crowded
stops, not so small
rubble and acrid.
Rained much of last
of what was not there
in this sight of smog
against the very blue
empty open
below which
everything
downwind of water
upon land and earth.
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Steel girders down
lens of this cloud
of dirt and ash,
bewildered and bad
sun dark in scale,
secrets far greater.
Shelter in normalcy
harbored, sustained
scale of numbers,
the full text
of two cities.
Midst of bridges,
how long the trip
cold enough
to turn.
Tension, the air.
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For future air no fine mist
atomized, how rich or lean
the sound of the cessation
of the infinite drone.
The body of modernity
without head or tail,
the sputtering finality
of the last car
the fall.

Often we will see
certain times in the past
clear as morning.
The plot will be emptied.
For now, as engines
turn there is snow
on the ground
I write this
with great authority.
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Marvel at the faith,
the hardened spirit.
That lovely morning
in late summer,
elsewhere, water
after a rainstorm,
there, light and a sound
unimagined.
It never occurred
that they would fall.
Here, calm ground
where nothing is ever lost
in this world.
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The wormholes, another result
of Einstein’s equations
of darker matter than dark,
two distant points connected,
fields to valleys,
hills to mountains,
Moon to Mars.
Today we look at quasars,
at a nothingness so complete,
so undefined.
Picture after picture
through open window,
closed window, the geometry
of an expanding universe,
the time of our current science—
—what distant corners?

What barriers of sound and landscape?

What volume of fire?

What scenario of speed and velocity?

What astronomy of events?

What mode of perception, what direct knowledge?

What thin layers of clouds?

What redshifting of light?

What patient dreams of Galileo?
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Unfurl
a heavy paper
impregnated with tar,
part of a roof
for waterproofing,

stip
roof felt
paper
shingles
mean cedar?
roof up

right breath
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valley
valleys

What knowledge we have of the roof in a home.
What basics of tie, shingles to dormer

and how are the valleys now?

Let it bend and reach along the cut valley.
Weave the flashing ends of paper bent up and dry

retain heat, reject heat?

ballpark
footprint

slope?
25 YR ARC

Evidence of ice and water at the eaves

flashing?

Four nails or six in tornado wind or high country.
What woods, what temperature does it need to be?
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plan on continuing

then no more

( required )

be still within
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grippa

of handguard
of stretchings and sustenations

winch?
traffic
handspike

of of
of
folded

antique
no spans or asterisks
suspended inside

pin
weight

with footnotes at the end?

the great stream
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—laureate
of methedrine

speeding down sky
and muscle car
connected to torso
remains a shadowy
figure walking

heavenward eyes
side of mountain
thin on metal
skip sighs
and weight
obey gunfire
ghost notes
( ( no ) )
across the roof

trip and we
dream
journal
of fume squeal
and smoke
medicine of steam
—beat
up and blue
house on the
corner wide
open
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door
wood
screen

old farm
w/ wood frame

thin
wire-framed glasses
an old shovel
an empty place
of stone and wood

we live
in old houses
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what an
extraordinary
thing

kick
pebble
skitter

hands a bundle

up
against
our bones

crooked
toward
the blue
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in yellow
glaze

mice
in a pile
of hay

life:
a morsel

so quiet

seed
on sidewalk

a falling leaf

rare
here
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far too
complex
to arise
spontaneously

loud
as a
shadow
or history

these common
denizens
of the
morning
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—leaf flip in the wake,
in the swirling.
Sluiced from foothills,
gold awash in mercury.
Who inherited the badlands,
our habits of seeing?
For all the bravado,
what boom gone bust?
Large cities born in a day,
strangers in this land
of no love.
What unforgiving ecology?
What endless erasure?
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Who were they kidding?
What arc for our story?
Between soil and roots,
between a place and its people,
the sublime lost in the moment
of passage.
Reconsider the condition
of our lives together.

The thing observed is changed.
Rape or redemption,
weeds overtake the beds.
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Pretend the world is a garden.
Turn away from the woes.
Brush up against branch or shrub,
against pole, against the droop
of dry palm fronds,
vegetation from properties
spilling into the corridor
of the sidewalk.
Walk a landscape in defense of the land,
a resonance and cultural weight
of all the walks that trespass
through the beauty of the body
of the landscape.
Among the landowners
and the landless, the spirit
of the commons and the footpaths,
thin ribbons of public land laid down
upon vast swaths of private,
corollaries of the glorious open gardens,
towns to cities, economic to psychic,
the war of Epping Forest.
Reclaim the path,
actus back into iter,
back into deer trace,
into small pockets of clearing.
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Salts build up and burn into the grain of the ground.

The ground can be parsed into the offshoots of the morning rain:
+ nitrogen of the new green growth, grass continually renewing after mowing, manure,
dried blood, bone meal

+ phosphorous of the strong roots and blooms, bulbs
and perennials, the newly planted

+ potassium of the overall health, protection against heat
or cold, disease or special need
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+ calcium of vigor, the growth of young roots almost all leaf

+ magnesium of the regulated intake, the aid of seeds,
the dark green color

+ sulfur of the dark green color and vigor

+ iron of the dark green color

+ potash, the alchemy of transforming sunlight into food

into flowers, plants that bloom
for a long time
—see garden

into lawns, new green leaves
—see lawns

into roses, other shrubs or landscape plants
—see roses

into azaleas, camellias, and rhododendrons,
other plants that have similar needs,
blueberries and mountain laurel
—see trees and shrubs

into vegetables, fast-growing annuals
—see vegetables
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Tuning fork or tiller through the porous sand
or heavy clay and silt that packs down hard
and does not drain well.

Allow more space
for water to run through,
which is why sandy soils dry out fast,
waterlogged soils of clay after a heavy rain.

The loamy ideal of the Midwest,
of topsoil scraped away in new neighborhoods common along coasts.

Consider raised beds
of crabgrass, hard and dense,
plots of dirt never watered sprouting green as lawn sod.

If the weather is cool or warm,
granules are washed away by the rain,
by the poor contact of weeds.

Can fertilizer be crumbled
into spreadable particles?

Do dry clumps shatter easily?

Can lime ever be the same?

What happened to the green lawn?

How soon should water fall?

How soon can we aerate,
how soon can we sow?
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How soon
this water in the expectant air?

How this neighborhood rises up
in a series of overlays,
a palimpsest of the morning?

How camper shell and fishing poles
inspire dawn walks along isolated roads
past leaning stop signs, past campers
parked, full grain trucks lumbering
down interstate past fields
of tiny seed holes?

How banners billow
above doors, bikes on the shoulder
of long ribbons of road?
How this landscape of order
and great rules, morning sun
over canopies of trees,
rivers of hungry fish—
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a pair of geese hung from a latticework of stout,
a hunting song, a road song,
people glad to celebrate
May Day as the day lengthens,
doors covered with hash marks
as dusk sneaks into view
with its blooming.

Road wind moves rustling maps, these expeditions
and the cautious gleaning black as a sinker,
hook of pearl
out there just off the shoreline.

What movement in nearby branches
or rustling leaves, shuffling and hissing
in the rubbish, a few poles stuck
in the ground, clapboard, cedar
boughs and cornstalks, the barn
with its haymow where hens lay eggs,

and,

not afraid of the cold or snow,

we hid apples to ripen.
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solea,
of soil and ground
of shock attenuation
but this tiny pebble
of sole and ground,
plans best laid

a place where
refuge is sought, to run
into water, timber upon
which walls are built
the top stratum
whence plants, when heard
this gauzy dialect
of passersby
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near a line of garden

spokeless
thousand mile

in full swing
a shift

push-pull
moon
of full-force

Unot enough

arc of
tire
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hull like a hard rain
(we can stand here)
and forth a blackbeaten
on the small bravado
of sidewalk
on the asphalt ground
spoon
small alcohol
three things
fragments
through small openings
broken pavement
glass

throat

headlong rush
scow
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St. Mary’s
and point break
nature by lying

small or trifling
pinpoint

course of these
clouds to see
and on the ground novel of layout

tucked away

soul to cinders
line pulled taut
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The space of our vision
in a turn
continue on

a series of points
in a curve

The scope of audition
in this land
a sequence of sun break
over the curvature
of the earth
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For the truest sense of how the landscape has changed,
look in the wildest forms for a leaping forth,
no country in the whole more stirring.
Whose poems flood great light on the dark morning,
though no original tongue at present exists?
What scenery! What associations sparingly dotted!
Make compass of the city upon its walls, the place
where a river enters into the sea or joins another,
these rain days when all is quiet, this harvest month
under the dark, spreading branches.
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The creased lines of the folds
of this world. Stars dimmed
for those who have never seen
a map

robins tell stories
told to them by crows
of rocks once firm in ocean
break

what scent of sea
this morning after a night
imagined full of lights
from fishing boats.

FACT
out among the breakers.

FACT
jitter, a badge
of honor.

FACT
peninsula glimpsed
through bay of smoke.
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It is a great evil
that to enable death to reach
human beings more quickly
we have taught iron how to fly.

Iron punished by rust
for its warfare and artful pride

the powdery implosions of time

the scaly topography of decay

the blurry rainfall of reaction

the reddish yellow spectrum of entropy

naked iron
helpless against air and water,
galvanized with sacrificial metal
William de Lacey lost
in the Vale of Ewas, toiling
in rusty armor
among the ruins.
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Sing a song, these slow pedestrians
of the third act, the simplest chorus
in the world.
What witchery woven into its construction,
trial and error beneath an effortless facade.
Not black but none too white—

a blue trip slip for an eight-cent fare,
a buff trip slip for a six-cent fare,
a pink trip slip for a three-cent fare.

What forms alight in the memory of confused minds?
Short-breathed Twain passed jingle-meme
to red-faced Mr. ----- and then to a classroom
of unsuspecting students—

punch, brothers, punch, punch with care,
all in the presence of the passenjare.

And on their rushing heels came others.
But the world never forgets its disquiet.
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Horizon-wide plains in trundle of city.

Horse burials above the spring,
highways once lined with marsh.

Aquifers beneath mountains,
thin pasturage.

Peat fringe of palms,
salt scrub, reeds choke
open water.

Salt fresh in animal relief,
fringe pools dense or tough,
plush and plaster.

Basalt,
sharply watered, pitch,
trackless and capped of any chaff.

Foursquare
facing tile of desolate,
overtopped with green,
a long dry,
a series of once.
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Permanently must be cut
to release that
now severed?

Thin strips of infinity
landfill?

Bird
lift to nest?

Swept
gutter and down sea
or corroding salt?

Black against water
where no light
penetrates?

Whatever the reasons for a life,
to settle in this new country
we settle for dandelions
and an occasional leaf.
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By the agency of the wind
this dramatic statement

the general idea of the palm,
princess of the vegetable world.
Borne on simple spikes,
by spathes
perianth
of calyx and corolla,
of six green w/six
stamens
pistil
or carpels sturdy
and pillar-like
slender stem
prostrate, scandent
by formidable means
the branches
of neighboring trees
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flowers simple
as a rush, stems no more
complicated than the butcher’s
broom
branched stem and tufts
of gigantic leaves scattered,
cylindrical palms covered
with projecting remnants,
marked with scars where former leaves
have fallen away.

Foliage to the light
and air above the treetops
of dense forests
leaves from the ground
of fibrous leafstalk
decay

which forms
these noble crowns

and sheathe remain,
the succulent end of the stem
from which it arises.

Leaf base tapers,
the inflorescence of palms
simple
or much branched, studded
with numerous flowers
which hang down like huge tresses
from amid the crown—
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—the true seed fruit of Areca.

The stone of stone-fruits.

The seed bearing the kernel.

The hard stone of the date.

The white oily flesh of the nut.

The seven tribes of the nature of the foliage.

The sexual conditions of the flower.

The character of the seed.

The nature of the stigma—
—daybreak hidden
in a mist of grains
while still unfolded
these leaves
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about the fields of morning,
overrun the tilled earth of gates and stiles, of bell and book
sprung from the stream below or sky traversed,
where the black dog ran
like a drawn purse.

Lamps in the evening sun contoured by surrounding hills.

Count these notes not in the resolution between overpowering
and near inaudible,
but in the blurring of tracks,
rest found beyond the river

cascade
by the rushing.
Remember the crossing
of urban and small streams,
fresh water moving over stones,
little water deaths
in the vehicular night.
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Mud,
the main road
across a flooded
(a large rain
in a short time)
high risk of low spots
as water builds up
on empty streets
around
the handsome cars
the tendrils of these
magnetic hills

lurch
against the faint
incline, sparse
scattering of stars.
With waves
an evil, shrouds
of a ship, laurels
worn by nations
or thieves.
Beauty we try
to preserve,
undoing the world
one morning
at a time.
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Hammer king
of tools delivers blows
to a target. Temper,
pin-shaped nails fasten
through shear strength.
Peen of claw, stone
in hand w/ handle
of bronze, of iron.
What friction of handforged, what deep surface
of cut, what song of wire?
What face
strikes flat face,
fastens one surface
to another?
While at rest,
rust is not.
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wudu
of stems,
by lignin

xylum
across the grain

one ply

logs
cut to length
stripped
steamed

spun on a lathe
and peeled
like careful
apple curls

veneers down
to a thin core
kiln-dried
patched with pointed ovals

Death of old-growth Douglas Fir
unmarred by knots
or patches
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spotted owls
marbled murrelets
coho salmon

what plantations
of private pine branches,
crisscrossed
and waiting?
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wrench or spanner
or anything
to turn

of tool as lever
in Hull’s Cove
not sold in Jonesport, Searsport,
or Liberty

hand-forged

London
of trade cards
and pattern books
coach
engravings
adverts
chamfered handles
simple round
adjustable
for all manner
of axle nuts

pig iron,
Iron Works where
something extraordinary happened

the dynamic course
of a river
where iron-laden vessels once sailed,
the landscape has changed
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if a slag pile
remained, the written records
were correct
this river silted,
purple loosestrife tumbled
over the watercourse,
white-heat of the blast,
this clanging
of the great hammer

this crescent
moon

lone
in space
or adjacent

large enough
for one
upright by
the weight
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alone susceptible
to tipping

not too close
not too far

a hole

into
which
the waste

falls

—ash byproduct

stonelike
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coal burn
and clay

mesh cables
not tensile
prestressed
aggregate & portland

Smeaton’s pebbles
and powdered brick

slurry
from local rock
sintered
but not fused

clinker +

gypsum
pulverized

pfa

ash of burnt coal
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air

path

(

a lifetime of

204

)

haven

angry knuckles stand
hooks

tailgate
as table

truck-buddy
of zippers

mold that made the dark

skin
trundle

yawn

best defense against losing yr body
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in path
this dog weather

impede in understanding
the skeleton upon which
the flesh is hung

muddy grass

our house is old

on driveways whose view
is blocked

night yields
to day
down a thick blanket
of white
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of road mark
the desert
& many mountains

iron
coal
scrap

avenue
w/ fields

w/ trees in town
w/ trees
w/ steps

Venus slips out of orbit

<unk>
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/

/

/

/

brittle
/
will
break

blown glass
of green in common

glass of tint

in wood ashes
replaced by

blown and swung

these flattened
Venice

of centuries sharp

shards of glacies

greater
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of light where manganese

green of iron

amethyst this polish
of fire
these large
jagged shards

cooling blasts
these tempered

as drops explode
in the palms of royal hands
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Of the glass and tap hammer until the pane brushed from the frame.

Seeing heavier before the morning the shack and the railroad tie.

Inside edges free from breaks or heavy breaths contained in a glance.

Five strokes and tapped the anvil sounds like a flood the benefits of this machine.

Easterly house with standard well rivet strike in the absence of precipitate.

Clean low air gaps between rails from a distant highway.

A way to reverse the effects a sea of tin and trumpets white.
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That may be of the war of currents. That may rest
outdoors in Tesla's AC through bare roots. That may

be true round or flat, made by twisting. That may
be pulled from impromptu openings, damaged

from new levels of complication. That may contain
the strength up high in the aerial wires, stranded solid

in the bare sky. That may divide the world into navy
and turquoise, akin or disconnected. That may resist

the sun, retard the fire, repel the void. That may
be moisture in the porous concrete, that may

be buried in the earth. The ground of earth is a core
against faults. Neutral is a core of commons grounded

to earth, a conductor of imbalance. The earth has its own
rod, knows the cost and dangers of broken neutrals.

Neutral carries current or difference through the live legs.
Metal and earth rest at the same potential. The sky connects

to an earthing stake and the driven ground. If ground
and neutral combine against live shorts, how does

the soil protect? How does the house of earth
handle the fault of inbound water?
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Up for auction tool in belt hammer swing on metal hook.

Lighter in damp conditions after cooked in desert heat.

Watch and clock workers and their grave faces.

Drive to places soaked or frozen solid we see red in the photos not there.

Wish for what is lost today we buy again tomorrow a new one.

Claw and square beneath structures and secure places.

Most floors collect dirt from machines of production.

Front line unrest drop-forged from high or half-circle.

Physics certainly plays a part in the spinning of this tale.

Hammers in North America on the coals of this explosive work.

When the sun comes to the instability of our own place.
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To the rhythm of a hard path
or sidewalk seams brittle
when leaves tire of this road
and the skimming of bumps,
bright shimmering morning.

Light snow and twig of rough ground,
of woodsmoke air over the years
that bikes have rolled over leaves,
over the lines and grassy shoulders
of the white forest of hearing.

Quiet minutes in the city
of roots that rise and lower,
of the hard wisdom of leaves.
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Black dots on the underside of leaves
and on stalks. Entire gardens root
in pots and grow to the limits
of their containers.
Winter of coffee grounds, fuzzy
white bugs through blood orange
or reddish.
Check for fruiting structures,
the chilling injury of cold
cuttings from one potted plant
rooting in another world of soil,
blooms blue and pink.
Honeydew is not soda pop.
Adult gnats among the leaves
of the potted plant, above soil
perforated with larvae.
A pretty glazed pot has no drainage
holes. Stand upright, deep-toothed
leaves of orchids pot in bark.
Leaves burn in the sun, cuttings
root readily in gardens on windowsills alight with fragrant slant
of afternoon sun.
Natural dieback of mushrooms
from the soil of compost, of light
spores traveling miles
on the high breeze.
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Morning winds push air past
the tiny blades of a small
wooden windmill that powers
no distribution of cogs.
A cowbell gently clangs,
signals the arrival
of no cows.
Yellow caution tape flaps
helplessly near a late-stage
construction site that no longer
needs protection.
No name for this salt-breeze
of the Pacific, ashes of Santa
Ana wind-swept fires,
the distant whistles
of slow moving trains.
This morning, though,
we smell no scent,
feel no grit on our skin,
hear no sounds
save caution tape,
and cowbells,
and windmills.
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Weather and impact
downward from direct splash,
a heavy downpour, a layer
of felt. Spring folds neatly
into recess, a power
of generous size, inland
or coastal waters
in so tightening a closure.
What field of the invention
contemplated for use
where space is a luxury,
the fury of the great ice,
remote locations or big
plunge, a new icon
for these storms, figures
penciled in.
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Who turns or delves this earth,
the plodding and laborious search
for things once known well,
open soil of ore pulled from its bed,
tools ill set, held wrong
and so sprung?
Who owns this pulling
and moving about,
this searching carefully as through
a book, leaf after leaf,
a place writ narrow?
Find what is sought,
or not.
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Under foot,
a sheet of this material,
blue shelter from the wind
and large rain,
the strong and flexible sunlight.
Tar pall, this cover
of ground, ships sealed
against the water that wants
to wander everywhere.
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Water as a wedge
between grip and gripped,
full braking of wet.
Draw back to slick
wet windows in the sunny day,
drenched asphalt wrinkles under load
of tire, concrete and whitening
clouds that sag or set up.
Damp sump on lift
and under cars
that raise howls, draped dry
or dipped at the apex
of ice and snow in the space
where we lost time,
this fruit of earth
damn heavy.
Water is thin,
poured from predictable
distances, nourishing
the thousand things
of this world.
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Red Line

221
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All of the sounds—

chain link fence ringing acres of schoolyard
bordering the queen of the roads.

The red cars that clanked through Zaferia
to Seal Beach.

Now a greenbelt of wild browns and a sense
of the color of living plants

of chains on asphalt, dragged.
Of chain-link fence rattle.
Of chain-link gates.
Of padlocks pulled and knocked against chain-link—

a diagonal slice of open space.

Train tracks lifted away.

A lone red car stranded on a thin wedge of grass.
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A pipe clangs like a chime in the distance,
a rung bell’s long fadeout, reverberations
of Sumatra’s earth strike through
millimeters of vertical motion,
sitting in laboratories watching TV
at night, a steady signal of the vibrating earth
that spins just a little faster. No place
escaped in these days fractions shorter,
tilted axis nudged on maps and globes
now obsolete, these slow cows in a field,
the wonder of winds blowing through trees,
our place in the many folds of the universe.
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Millions in the states and world
of these great days of our planet
where a cell phone is a radio!
An array of place names,
new grades of breakneck speed
and the division of cities into cells,
hexagons of mind control!
What thick coverage (grids overlaid
upon grids), roar of interstices.
This duplex channel of send / receive,
a chorus of queued voices
through a forest of prickly towers
of grounded green wires and copper
via five way latch on the gate,
one ugly tree of sprigs and a bird!
With injured beak, a keen interest
in the birds and wildflowers,
a wonderland of rock. With a little luck,
the trees will be connected to one another.
When we sleep our best,
the stars are insane.
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On the face of the earth the darkest sounding. A river
if there is no bridge at a shallow place. If turning back
would mean death if you think you know. If the ocean
has reached its highest point upon the land. To the new world
of California but today there is no freight. On the day
of our sailing all the cattle and gold lie in ruins. How long
will this continue under glorious stars. Heartened to hear
what remains of the path or the map. A brief spoken element
emerges from the noise floor or woodwork. If there is water
what certainty of the sea we know without knowing.
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Inscriptions of a figure on mosaic and stone illustrious and unknown.

Over the chosen narrative the conquest of time once shook the pavement.

See the drama for a change in the plot to overturn this violent nature.

The growth and grasp had not prepared us for the shape of the world.

Other than burial will provide complete protection so that the earth is not empty.

The world where we make our home and the fire that consumes all before it.

The music of occasion never to have settled the pleading had no effect.

A retreat from definitions the trained eye of the shifting splendid new.

Above the water table there is no philosophy for the lean season.

The site with no hillocks of water level the file cannot be played.

Acted upon the foundations of houses in the place of illumination.

If we live by the sword of science to un-break the great conversation.
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When in the distance the instrumentation of found objects. What is heard
when a walk is composed in the style of the everyday? What learning
of the local is easy if we dig deeper into whose familiar?

How we match the quick march of motives with changing accents. When a beat
is repeated, a percussive event pounds out across the morning. When we hear
the shape of good days, like this one, or this one.

What we learn about the repeated patterns of the morning. When we take
our lumps, our steps crumbling like old pavement. We endeavor to end
our walk under one roof, a canopy of sound-absorbing sky.
We rest at day’s end under heavens of all sizes and beyond. We fold down
the sides of our morning like a laundered blanket. We do not know
what is old or what is animal or what should be collected.

What sounds shall be hunted back to their source? Which sounds shall be traced
to the point at which their signals are overtaken by the turbulent ocean
of the morning?
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What if tires were made of asphalt? Roads
of rubber? The shock of the breaking
moment, the archeology of black marks
on the highway. The fishtailing ballet
of burning rubber searching city-dimmed
stars for luck. Beyond the dashboard
a perfect summer night with the moon
over fast cars, farmhouses, and wooded hills.
Curve after curve surfing the unfolding
physics of controlled slides of sideway. Menace
or miracle, a stylish drift of balance
and beauty these isolated suburban tribes
bursting at the scene, enough speed
for a good turn through whip of road tar
and tire rubber, a sideways float around corners
that point to night woods beyond the far side
of the mountains. Rocket into the dark,
fast in the lights a sharp right, tread blocks
stretch and snap, injected and blown, keys
to what end. Too much smoke and squeal,
skid free the unspooling chaos of a French
curve, the spiral logic of a Mandelbrot
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fractal. Gas and clutch like jazz a hairpin
left. Clouds broken in this classic teenage
soap opera, Osaka to Bucks County,
hachi roku (eight six) and the scattered
scene galvanized, Japanese pros on American
tar a long way from rural Pennsylvania,
a million dollars racing in videos driving
with one finger, it’s perfect and then
it’s not. This is a moment of a real place,
a movie of heart, nerve and pluck,
a month of midnights. It’s easy to get loose,
easier to break these polished and painted
cars, this assemblage from common parts
like tires of rubber and roads of asphalt.
Though we cannot ignore the physics
of complexity, we question the proof
and the miracle. Because we trust the myth
of progress, few answers exist in this world.
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In danger time
what is commonly visible?
Can we ever really see
what is behind us, vague
claims of black spots
on the sun?
Shivering in the thin,
what god takes over
when our soul is gone?
What simple set of mirrors
with bulbs that emit
low end of the spectrum?
What vision of this road,
a majestic panorama spread
out before us
falcon wings?

Will the camera tell us
of changes in the weather,
other systems out there?
Which way is right,
what language the sky?
Among the hurly burly,
who tends the land
when creeks dry
and flames wake?
Word spreads,
a warning to those far
from home—
go slow
when on these roads.
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no trees

but hedges

about the cutting

a blade with the
edge dentated
or toothed

teeth

tip of one
tooth
at the zero point
slice an open breach
crosscut or ripped

blade
of what saw

wielded by Perdix
from the backbone
of a fish and the jaw
of a snake and the feathers
of the fallen partridge?

of protruding teeth

wary of the tumble
from heights,
no doomed flights
from cliff’s
edge
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grip
lump tide
(it hits)

skids
telegraphic

the color of water
of tide
of fission
framework

suitable clip
of skin

of the clicks
down visible edges

ideal for tower
splits lands
the body
portion if

bones are left

rigid trash can
slip the wires
white

peel
old watercolors
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pained
a lid for the linen
fist and

raises one
wild rolling back
knockout
another good warning

sign
the icon selected
to magnify

seam
tides
of the sketch
of the ideal

practice a hard style
song
of the drowned

downpose
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ooh and aah points
tantalizing
detailed field marks
a bird walking

an exclamation!

motive rings of
distant horns
grown
rigid
and stare

rush toward
the bank
great shout
of acclaim depart
in glory swan draws
surprise

spear
of ice
bounds
abyss
memorabilia
of seconds
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leaving
the air with small
sounds
mutter about
the voice in the formal
third person
moment
of free movement

in the world
youth and heroic
continents of weather

practitioner of this
strategy of fire

of reverberations
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this new observatory

of demolition and salvage

ocean walls must be flat
and smooth

with each passing day
of lathe
and plaster

corners
rust-red

wrecker boom

ROLLBACK
LONGRATCHET
HELPWONDER
PLACELIFT
SLOTSOUTH
SINGPULSE
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a rope tied tightly

the understanding
of OPEN vs.
CLOSED

copper

BARPIPE
SPAREBRAISE
CONTAINERSTACK
EXPANDCONTRACT

wood worn & worn

in derrick or guides
removal by sanding
piping loop of

raise the arms (walls)
the setting bed
bellows
a flexible

make good the failed
this hour for bed
time for pipe and pouch
kneel at our mother’s knee
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droppings

swim /
perch on the ground
in a tree

muscles of flight and feathers
of tail

save birds that glide
with little effort

(

wing span
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)

ex
pectus

drive from the chest

say:

suh

lie

vuh

say:

sih

kreet

say:

en

zimes

say:

dy

jes

chun

amylase acts on starch

wounds licked
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anynoise

tauten

the concave tongue
the wind better big than small
once you hit don’t let go
lightheaded stop good luck
comes out between your fingers
remember how you go from here

hey great
with these instructions

whistle.mov

an ‘O’ with thumb and forefinger
an ‘O’ with lips
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* feeling a bit dizzy *
* feeling a bit more dizzy *

soo~o right

wa_ y

only a few Qs
only how in the world?

how to get a consistent sound

If you need HELP

I need help.

I cannot do it I do not know.

I have tried everything.

I cannot find anybody.

I have been trying for a while.
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I basically have the same problem.

I am still not managing.

I rock at this I can almost do it.

I can form the sound but it is not perfectly clear.
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—a hard sell and a whim,
rapid tide to turn an auger.

Vex to pester
form by means
(befool). Gun barrel
(a passage)
by laborious effort
through a crowd.

Circular holes by the rotary motion
for water or oil. To sink a well,
a tree of insects. As it turns,
this timber
drilling a succession
of blows,
several species known
by shell.
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Sandy stratum to sow
as seeds
dribbling
along a furrow or row,
a trickling allure

to slip
or waste

seed
sometimes so formed
that seeds
drop into the hole
made deeper
or channel to funnel
water to a row
of seed
sown in a furrow.
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Bellmouth
bellow
or bay
the leafage strikes,
gives forth a ringing
in rutting time.

The bright blow of a shroud
when the seed vessels
are forming
to billow,
to take
the form of blossom.
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bat
stick
batte batter bhat—
—brick
—thicker, broader
—shale bituminous sheet
of cotton filling
—to cudgel, to beat,
to bate, to flutter
as in a game
—racket stroke or sharp
blow, a stroke of work,
of speed or spree—

pole
stake
palus—
—plaster with fibrous
—that which props or upholds
in relief or in the round,
wand borne of authority
—forming joints may be
—framework rigid
for the gorget or knife
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—five lines and spaces,
a series of verses so disposed,
hence a support the round
of a ladder
—arbor as of a wheel,
pinion as of a watch
—stem of a small tree
—to furnish as to pole
—to convey as to barn
—to impel as to boat
—to stir as to molten glass,
the extremity of an axis,
a distant great circle
—of the sphere of such surface,
such a point as of the horizon,
such force of a needle
—of the ecliptic
—of the firmament
—of the sky
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—giggle
(almost silent)

Laughter alone
will provoke laughter

to mirth and satisfaction

to sparkle

to express /
utter w/
/
w/out
/
/
the sound heard

Sembra una Vespa!

It looks like a wasp!
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Acid in the throat and it burns
there, each morning
of raising the bed of sleeping
on the right side.

The mucous membrane of the lower
pharynx,
the tonsils and the soft
palate
the swallow of
aloe vera juice.
Apple cider vinegar.
Cayenne pepper.
Clover honey.
Warm water.
Betony (tea gargle).
Echinacea.
Grapefruit seed.
Lemon juice.
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Hyssop steep (marrubiin
horehound).
Marshmallow root bark.
Mustard grind.
Myrrh (parsley and clove).
Pomegranate boil.
Slippery elm.
Thyme.
Salt.
Garlic bulb.
Peppermint leaves.
Chamomile blossoms.
Chlorophyll.
Goldenseal (yellowish)
(straw).
Ginger peel
(thin coins).
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The native word was rind,
woody plants such as trees
overlay the wood and consists
in other words most of the stem
of any small ship. Echoic,
please note this inner bark,
this dry outer husk
from which it is extracted.
What scribal error this unlikely
etymology, by early sources.
Stronger and sweeter words
coined for the covering, to low
like a cow, to rend, to boast,
to cry out the bark of certain trees.
Whose skin by exposure to sun,
whose shells in a red heat, slips
or disappears. Thin plates on fish
or snakes. Where is the outer shell
of the earth, exactly, especially
the gold edge of Calafia.
The uncertain pages of a book,
what falls in abundance from our eyes.
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Who sings a harsh and croaking note. Who carried grain
in his ear. Who planted corn in the earth for all the people
with painted faces.

Who led us to the underworld, away from scarecrows
and decoys, rifles and shotguns. Who crow,
who raven.

Who crow, who coyote. Who demiurge,
who trickster. Who shake-feather,
who shape-shifter.

Who hero, who villain. Who of the drowned sent off
at daybreak. Whose voice must be obeyed. Who perches
at the head of the river.

Who ate the black spots from his toes. Who travels the world
in constant hunger. Who made dust on the open sea. Who stole
the sun, the stars, the moon, the flame.
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Who melted the ice and brought water to the highest
peaks. Who tricked deer onto the rocks. Who ate the eyes
of an entire tribe.

Who flew up out of the chasms of mountains. Who scavenged
battlefields and predicted outcomes of war. Who measured
the lives of newborn children.

Who were transformed from strips of meat on the slopes
of Kilimanjaro into white blurs of flight, now black,
cursed for not returning to the ark.

Who draped in red stood guard at London Tower
and washed the doomed king’s armor. Who pondered
the chessboard attacked by rooks.

Who bore witness to the first rank of Mithras. Who carried
the bull into the cavern. Who proffered coins for fallen monks
with feathers in their sandals.
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For home defender and criminal alike
a simple design, a small number of parts
that fit together so well.

Ranchos divided, Samuel Colt
imagined revolving chambers,
no words in Hokan or Shoshone.
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On the surface of the earth
the Nile River overflows its banks.
Elsewhere, telescopes on tripods,
satellites tethered to circles of earth
the size of dimes, points
and the distances between them.
Walking draws a line on the ground,
signs of wear on the land.
A north arrow shall be shown.
Symbols shall be identified,
differences shall be noted.
Here, this erosion of boundaries,
accretion by tidal action.
Here, the flow of rivers and streams,
the cutting and filling
of the world.
Here, flood zones.
Here, monuments placed.
Here, stars mapped
and rivers traced.
Here, evidence of the earth
moving within recent days.
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Stadium

257

258

(the stories we tell
of how this place became
of our own importance

how we lost the knowledge)

water
grass-water
what shape of rain
this gray morning

how much water can soil absorb
during the watering event

exposed debris churned
over areas
an event

of steep slopes saturated
by the changing seasons
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of sufficient rain
the muddy soil, but at least a rain!

for spreading flood
evenly if a weir
is not a dam

if sprinklers spray in a storm.

If temperatures drop and high winds reach sunny and shady areas both.

What patterns inherent in the song of bird?

What obsession of hunter or pedestrian of the morning?

what boat motors
this glassy surface

one hand for ourselves and one
for the boat
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the upward force
of tidal water displaced
by the shape of the boat

a boat ruddered
by an outboard

bow lifting
in advance of the V
of wake

voice megaphoned
buried

strokes
of scull but no chopping
sound

how to shave
a second

how to read
this water
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Anatomy of a stroke—
—blade feathered,
blade squared

sweep-oar

of this symmetry
shells in a boathouse

coat and badge
shoes by wire
to the rudder

(x) sculling boat

(+) coxed

(-) coxless

stroke
blades
(when in a boat)

magnet over magnet
fours underneath

bow
steering
(bow pair)
the set of the boat
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cox

canoe boy

there . . . there . . .

deadweight
(sand,

stones)
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wicked
soundtracks

if ever saddening

sprinkling
from mars

asphalt w/ the speed
to become the highest
(ha ha)

the authenticity
of non-linear paths
and secret districts of air

straight off & freefall

of the tail
behind the back fakie
in the air
& head down board
the platform
hardware carve
a long curving arc
coping

balanced
as in our normal stance
nosegrind w/ nose
a protective hard shell
a rounded lip
of wheels
resiliency
of trucks
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whenever all four wheels
firmness

feeble
of body
fixed back
to the surface
hand plant

transition
the curved terrain *

wall
any bank
w/ no transition **

*

presume the sideways stance

**

presume a jumping position

all moves once mastered
apart from
being able to stand

a way of controlling a fall
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AIR!

time to go stars down

ground & surface
spin beneath
our feet
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ultra—

of horn size

over heavy rubber

all moving parts of the air

(in weather,
of the rain

road dirt
snow)

bugs
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black
trumpets

weather for the broadcast

multipath
(backscatter)

(invisible)

for observing meteors
(alongside a road
while a car passes)
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war horse

in athletic stance

by several rungs
fifteen degrees
to the vertical

ladder loose
over the walls

bed or similar space

shed

each gust
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snow falls from the roof

shaken loose by the sound
in this season of monsters
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harm

coals *

* sparks from an open fire
* a cushion to lessen the shock
* a vessel in contact with another vessel
* mud thrown from the wheels

a house
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feet acting on cranks
hard
inharmonious noises
sharp
sonorous bodies

with this voice
to talk
with or away

cane
rush
splints
interwoven

assail
stun
scold
rail
a drum
with which a sound is made

death,
when it is called death

bell
vase
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osier—
—a vessel made of twigs
—the volumes a basket
will ever contain
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to the real lives within us

these gymnasts of sky, motionless in mid-air on wind currents with perfect timing and precision,
these seagulls of coastal towns over a thousand years of quiet, this big bold bird of brown youth,
mature white with grey, with black as birds go, these large noisy flocks

a shrill screech, incessant, a hollow scrape on the ground of islands or roofs,
a series of swooping dives whose taxonomies are particularly complicated

twigs and moss, stones and shells, paper and seaweed along the shores of lakes
and rivers and oceans
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and mornings

sun sparkle gold
on gentle sea
a mile shore
this fishing boat on water

and the word beyond boat

and shore

slowly,
this slow wind over ocean
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still wingspan
the long
of bone

flat

wake

and feathers

wings fold
into a wild
tumbling

speed, around piers
and fishing boats, to know
the air of winter,

winter!
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midair, brickhard

well after dark
above ragged bars

what weight
by nature and short wings
into the wind and faster still

wing strain
faint twist
dive
and shot

the waves a grey
cannon
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Moon!

at night shore
from this a normal
gull
lights above the beach

Dark!

Moon!
daggers, and the twinkling
beacon trails of the eyes
of an owl
Eyes!

eyes against the wind
these vows
of the moment
such promises
of sunup
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specks in the flat blue
sky faint of dust
circling
a solid beating

swallow no more
this sound

no thud or blur no boat
or crowd

no moment in history
open now
in this lonely area
of sweeping over the world
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meteor of morning
a sunrise through feathers

no time for the loop
point for the gulls
of beach

slow

of the full night
no wish for a solitary life

life?
what voice of stone
broken, intoned?

the rest
of our days in sorrow
and solitude
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whose notable sheen
below the surface of the ocean,
fishing boats and bread
at night offshore?

sea fog
in order to climb
above clear skies
gull
to ground through mist
or rain

ride high winds
inland,
to dine
in delicate evening
through the beloved sky
of heaven

heaven!
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in this very moment
of earth above the clouds
so close

earth!

brilliant white,
smooth and perfect sheets
of silver

faint in a heaven
of clouds broken in air
updrafts over a sea
near the shoreline

seagulls astride
the horizon of new sights

why so few?
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heaven should be flocked
with gulls on the beach where land ends
at tide’s edge

where this constitution of air
touches lightly on wet sand
a feather in beautiful control,
the beach a place
in a life
as pure thought

birds,
all of them with wings
as means

one clear morning
of gulls
in the west

a million birds

heaven?
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not a place
but a time
silent there
at water’s edge, any
place across the sea

wish for wingspan
of feathers’ flicker
and dazzle

the golden shore in a flash,
a perfect gull

ground (the brown sand
darker

trees bend to water,
yellow overhead
first sounds
low and calm
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what magnificent being,
bright and young
voice most brilliant)
distance overcome

from sand or surface
of diamonds, wingtips
of lead

one bird a giant
knife a single blink
of lightning

lightning!

time!

remember!
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this first gull a long
gray streak
granite,
tackle

the real gull
a fierce young bird
with level flight,
no more divine

the lightest breeze
curves feathers to lift
wing from sand to cloud

come down blue,
go still
and cold, slow
feathers white,
the night
another circle of darkness,
not wishing
for daybreak
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they flew
folded,
slowed,
quiet for a time

shine,
lighted moments
of sky and boats

strong,
no higher

wingspan
across magnificent silver
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wedge

with water
skein

breed

south sacred

flock of night

Aphrodite steps ashore,
the tiny feet of the king’s wife

light
over the surface

of the river
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All cities are geological.

A city made dirty.

Encroached upon
by invasive exotics as noted. Oak woodlands
to the north. It begets
a vicious cycle
of attracting.
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It takes a neighborhood to take
these things
away. If contaminated soil
is unearthed. Clearing the line
of roots—

—quick response will be on the way
in the event of danger.

A model of the California
watershed. Tarps
and watering
at a minimum

coastal sage scrub. Believe me
there are new wildlife. Riparian /
dune. How unusual
and wonderful it is

Please don’t break the chain!
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to have such a pocket
of nature

What about an open channel?

in the middle
of the city. This is a beautiful place,
all dug up
and destroyed. Find likeminded neighbors
to transform the rest. Remove exotic,
install native

no fence?

What curve of Eliot Street? Western tip
of west arm, eastern
shore of west arm, northern tip
of east arm carved from tidal
wetlands, diagonal channel
lined with boulders, concrete
slabs, riprap,
at the perimeter
tiny slivers
of sand.
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What cuts straight across the park?

Here, along the curving back road that separates water’s edge and parkland, a buried culvert feeds
one of the last remaining wetlands.

discharge into swim
(dredge first)
drains rather than beach
bio-swales for storm
removed from the west arm
sediment from storm
excavated bottom

How long to remove, how long to dry?

slope flatten
sandy intertidal
east shore
mudflat intertidal
swale and buffer

along
golf course
fenceline

move narrow
(permeable)
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upland
bird island

How does funding look?

Teenagers will swim to the north shore island as the eastern shore of the western arm expands into
the 7th tee of the golf course.

How many schools in the watershed?

of the culvert
one foot of sediment
scoop
upstream
wash-down
over-water

look for thirteen fish
thirty-five invertebrates
four clams
(no cherrystones)
benthic algae
scattered eelgrass
coastal brackish marsh
ornamental landscaping
iceplant series
thirty-seven birds
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brown pelican
least tern
osprey

berms
local hard
low flow
muted 33%
mean water
flushing
turbid

Habitat is really important. Before sand
was filled, birds foraged
after, most
were gone.
Perched
above that
in the ocean
first flush
impervious
tides.

Has the city
checked with the ports? A transformed
world, an integrated
system. If the sun
is the source of energy. We envision
this major earth.
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Heights

295
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—what place revealed
by dog’s howl
spiral
across backyards &
particulates
before paved roads,
powerlines & breakwaters
thrown voice
of coyote, of
wolf howls heard
through dogwood leaves,
willows, water
in the riverbeds, breakers
on the wide
crescent of sand
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—to cause a dirty stir
rainwater in a hollow

wade
dabble or splash

clay, a mixture of clay
and sand, kneaded
or worked, when wet

make dense or close
as clay or loam

as iron
of cast to that of wrought.
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Starleaved,
they become the spiny balls (under large
hardwood tree
that clutter lawns
in the open grown
to height
barefoot for fine laterals
on drain of well,
purple street shade
or windbreak and propagation.

A pioneer in the open spreading
from trees of twigs of the bark
or mixed woodlands
aromatic crush)
bruise persistent,
deciduous
when grown on the tapering
that break buds easily
this is the price
that is paid.
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When all the leaves have fallen
down upon the finely toothed
or winged
clumps of this gum
fossil (Formosa,
Turkey)
of leaves) turns
in autumn, wild turkey
and songbirds, closed-up
over fertile redgum
November gold.

Sap exudes from the cuts,
sheltered by its star of symmetric blooms,
sweet gum to palmate leaves,
trees after the leaves drop
their golden gumball and bottomland
of light (full sun papers
the dark
limbdrop spread quickly
above alligator wood.

When they fall,
the mature fruits sprung
specimen seeds
of crunchy grenades, gumtree
paler below, deeply
furrowed gray the second year
of falling fruit through corky projections,
a winged appearance
the soils of valleys
and low slopes, straight
and clean.
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Where have we seen
newly
fallen October red, stars
that tumble
and the margins,
many small, hence
the name.

Age and gain
the impressive taper
bark hardened
bobwhite
buttress and canopy chewed
as it was, a living
glacial (much the same
region turns to light
to ruddy color
reaches the sun and becomes
the morning.
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Indeed, we found on sudden
drop where the trick is to recognize
the hideous sound. Curbing straight,
to scoop, delicate across this garden
of mud. Of stems in a cutting,
the continuation of this river,
pointing toward the road
this crappy weather to be out
in, rising water along
the unpaved road in flood,
in green river down. Roads
no longer connect to valleys
or bridges where late evening
is always a good time. Watch
for waterfowl, for landscapes
shaped by fire.
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Less noble than stones
of coast regions. Thinner
to the west, basalt.
Special types of gneiss
with surface polish as granite,
slate flowing between welded tuff,
these rocks underlain early.
Not suitable for humble
construction, crusted
bulk from the outcrops,
blocks using diamond rock
morsels of irregular shape.
By a hammer strike
on fractured floor or steps
far beyond the long
coastline. What garden
or lawn with thin topsoil
of finely crushed rocks.
What forest once farmland,
sloping topsoil washed
away. Old rock walls
of stone and moss, sand
on roads.
What winter after snowmelt,
rivers cutting new lines
in the earth.
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break like cliffs are formed
the first born a single shred
of evidence come to light
what star spent in earnest
at a time of great promise
a shred of shoreline in the ocean
of our latent birth our hands
passing through waves caught
in haze rising a windy peak
over the ocean soft sneakered
tires nuzzle curbs and mutter
what glittery processions
of holidays in liberal peace
thy being’s high result wedged
between boulders no tropical
waters or the open sea
or shoal this lighthouse this
bay where soundings are made
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( ( Coast ) of Coast )

( Name )

( Berth )

( Bridge )

( Depths were reported in the channel to the station to the slips in the bay )

( Description )

( Fog Signals )

( Location )

( Non Anchorage )

( Obstruction )
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( Port )

( Services )

( Wreck )

( ( ( ) ) )

—it is unlawful hereafter to drill
any new well or derrick
within that portion of the city.

Please note this centerline and the southerly,
thence east along the southerly to the boundary
line of the city as per map of maps,
record of records.

Thence southerly and easterly
along the boundary following
its various courses to the most southerly.

Thence northwesterly along said parallel line,
to the line of property, of deed,
of official records.

Having a bearing of south.

Thence south to an angle,
thence south to the most westerly.
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Thence north, thence south,
thence north along said line
to a point in a curve concave
to the south.

This radial line passing through said point
of curve, an arc.

What line passing through the end
to the point of the beginning.

Two jetties each marked by a light,
berths limited to these boats.
Fog signal at the light, a dangerous
wreck. Jetty mouth of the channel.
Sunken wreck, a fixed bridge
with a fixed span. What arcs
over waterways?
What end of the point or bend
in the channel? The largest repair
yard, a fish haven seaward.
What pleasure piers extended
from the beach, fog signals
on the end of the pier.
Oil derricks once visible
from the bay.
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day, light
birds, insect drone
distant stream, daylight, birds, insect
walla, cool bugs
fly, stream
afternoon,
crickets
start and stop, distant
night
crickets and faint
throttle
of frogs, background
heavy and croak
lush and dense, thick
w/ frogs, constant
insects, many types
of cricket chirps, cricket
trill, buzz of bees
buzzing close
constant, bee buzzing
close, hundred cicadas
bird, bee close
stutter, slow insects
wide, close hover
pinched, nasal
close, trapped
previews to come
microphone, fast
on glass, and landing
swarm, a vintage
recording, night
or other
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Wet
the grass,
the leaves.

In soilflow
through aquifers,
through shallow.

In deeper formations,
the slow-moving
through fields
uncoupled of surface.

Of flowpath,
of pour space.

The many wells,
tapping aquifers
a fraction between 0
and 1.

Particulates dissolved
through the porosity
of contaminants,
of rock filled with water.

The radial symmetry
of every point in the earth,
sandy,
with large pores,
smaller,
of soils of clay.

To which water will rise.
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Arid,
near rivers
the silt.

Of mountain fronts,
fine and coarse,
higher energy
farther from the source
(see floodplain).

As subsidence,
most land on earth.
a simple,
elegant
line that sinks.

Of flow
and large fields,
the discrete
location of water
in time.
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Yes, control tower,
extended burn for miles.

Lighted wind indicator,
no segmented circle
or nearby radio navigation.

Remote radar from coast,
slope to clear

L of CNTRLN

magnetic, true
hangars and tie-downs
major airframe, major
power-plant
precision, in fair condition

bearing / double wheel / double
tandem high
intensity, runway edge

rollout / touchdown

porous / friction courses,
engine run-ups

other than pre-flight touch & go,
stop & go,

not for navigation
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STARs

KAYOH FOUR

TANDY THREE

**changed**

L.A. River visual

ANAHEIM THREE
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poing

** note:
flocks of gulls,
especially during rain,
airships moored infield.

Dusk to dawn lights,
white-green beacon (lighted land),
Long Beach ground
(north and east).

Visual slope (glide path).

Yes, no lights.
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Before the leaf unfolds,
veins alight under the skin,
on many a plinth
or dove foot.
Blossoms along the twigs
as buds break through,
small seeds of mustard
on damp ground early
shiners (small
in bunches heads apart,
drilled blossoms longer
upon these gathered
on poplars with winter food
when young with water,
therefore, seeds as white
at the foot of steps.
Many small animals
(whether grasses
clove brown of stone
or rather vessels
of eggs quiet chirping
of red maples, dahlia
or small trees of pure delight,
this little island
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in hollows, small feet
each tiny horn or crane bill
on the darkened lintel,
a capsule inside.
Small winged seeds
of the developing crown
black brassica propagated
from the seeds,
small flowers ramble
fishes) in husk, small holes
most perfect, of summer
clusters of husks,
clusters of henna fragrant
through bark of the host
or seed oil, a gently sloping
lawn of early spring.
Rely on grasses
have flowers) hand-pulled
from branches we come
to the rough cicada’s cackle.
Since branches are split
the twigs will die
as small owls nest
in nests of other birds.
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Deeper limbs bent double.
Deep in the ocean’s
grasp, spring’s new baby
with toes turned. Hardly
weak, warm as mid-June’s
brown country. Leafy
twig removed, a puddle.
Of pines, these leafy
trees. Diamonds of ice
from every nude branch.
Every tall blade of
grass, every kicked wheel.
Every wind and white
sail, seeds from low cones
filling buckets. Every branch
with strong fingers.
Plucked flowers, leaves
culled and lopped limbs of
trees. Stalks stepped
to quick shafts of light.
In slim clay or the like.
Fishing with leafy twigs.
Rivers crossed
at shallow fords
lined in clinging snow.
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Rarely shrubs shed branches in forests.

Evergreen on warm days these California windbreaks.

Vaporized oils rise in a blue haze.

Fire-spread buds under the bark.

Seeds germinate by flame sprout in ashes from fossils of charcoal.

Leaves quite slender with long petiole.

Trees sprout suckers thousands of hectares of dead ash.

Bark litters a direct path of burn.

Hollow canopy gathers an understudy of embers.
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On the surface of the earth,
weathered grains ground
under foot
rock to pebble
clod to dust
sand to silt
soil to dirt
any substance of foul
or filth, renders earth
as a wagonload
in placer mining
before washing.
Even a grain in this wide
stream, so close
to the source

between sun and observer
feathers on the upper back.
Decidedly ringed or scaled
barbs hold them together.
The angle of sun through thin clouds
not easily seen in the field.
Inland up large rivers
not all crows fly the same
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fake, in question,
just music and sunshine.
Gestures and long wind,
blue humor to entice.
A close look at the music
and lyrics, how loud or not.
Falling rain all weepy
exclamations. What furious
erasures in the marginalia
of these transparent maps

without loss of anything
in this book, harrowing
and perfect marriage
of sound to source.
The most appropriate score
for a morning such as this
or brighter dawns
in no way inferior.
The month the sun
returns, full spectrum
of hues, a hymn song—
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—field of hard-pack.
Trail down (deep
sand), a geometry
of falling.
Warning,
on tarmac roads, muddy
branch near ridge
or wide.
Fencelines blur
at faster speeds.
Slick rock,
camel grass.
On this hard lawn,
bamboo a species.
Scoop and grow
this winter.
This green
a thinner blade
of green.
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In the time it takes
to read this sentence,
a flame, a break-in,
a serious crime.
What vision through windows
with curtains slightly parted
in every home,
in every neighborhood?
What car in the driveway,
weeds in the lawn,
leaves, snow?
Beware of fire.
Beware of thieves.
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These answers at the center
of Ptolemy’s cosmos,
the ethical subtext that clings to the tale,
why heavy things fall down,
why dirt sticks
to the bottom of shoes,
the leaf that hangs
on the end of the rake,
dirt swept out of a door
after sunrise, old shoes
on Christmas day,
the sun rising for hours
and the dark,
wet soil.
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Why this sweet voice
in the hallway of the house?

Why the text knows nothing
of the cover?

Then came the problem of the schoolhouse.

And here, out among the barley fields,
the school was built too far out
in the country.

Celebrated by a picnic on the grounds,
and a picture of this is still extant
of brick exterior walls plastered
with cement, red pressed brick
used for trimming.
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What nuisance of mud
in winter and dust in summer.

Beet and alfalfa fields,
income from oil wells.

Paper destined to brittle
placed in hopeful piles
in cornerstones.

What gives in Long Beach the best window on the future?

A new sign on campus an example for future classmates.
Long Beach’s grand experiment of driving west through old neighborhoods.

This is a story teetering, environments that promote prudent risk.

The emotional rollercoaster of typical teens asked to tuck in their shirts.

A neighborhood of houses the hallmark of the California success story.

The ladder of sophistication as a town becomes a city.

The golden years long past as dust gathers.
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There were many controversies.

A main pipe along Ocean Park extended to Big Slough.

What sewers with outlets so near the houses as to be a nuisance.

Canvass the town with printed coupons for cesspools dug into ocean sand and drained
into salt water.

Waste could never get into the water supply which came from artesian wells.

Believed to be washed out daily by the ocean tides.

The laundry had five cesspools 25 feet deep, dug down to ocean sand.

The next fall the agitation started again.
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A big hotel was impossible and an epidemic might do more harm.

A rising vote was unanimous.

Sewers for the district bounded as follows—
from Ocean to Golden,
north to Second,
east to Daisy,
north to Fifth,
east to Cedar,
north to Eighth,
east to American,
south to Fifth,
east to Alamitos,
south to Ocean,
west on Ocean to point of beginning.
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The sanitation of Long Beach
collections
street sweeping
beach cleaning
pleasure piers
comfort stations

of water
analysis
birds caught in nets
bonds campaign
commission reports
companies cut rates
taken over
extension bonds carried
for North Long Beach
from Colorado River
kept pure
meters (table)
needed for streets
polo
pumped in a year
revenue supply inadequate
system enlarged
tested often
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of sewers
problems past and present
decided upon
need repairs
soon as in
planned for entire city.

This highly developed urban area.

This activity above the water table in sandy ground.

These high, jacking forces.
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ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Pick with claw and shovel, dump and scrape (plastic trash bag unfurled,
fitted onto can).
Perform the landscape with a variety of exertions such as push, pull, and lift.
Walk long distances.
Maintain grounds, operate equipment needed to maintain and make repairs,
make repairs and adjustments to perform cleanup, clean according to
an established schedule, explain above.

OTHER DUTIES
May provide, may assist, may be responsible for knowledge of tools, methods
and materials used in the knowledge of common diseases, knowledge
of the operation and minor upkeep of the ability to read and understand,
the ability to apply, meet and deal, maintain and make.
The purpose is to provide fields for events, opportunities for occasional spray.
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QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge—
* of the job
* of the keeping of grounds
* of the grade
* of the routine
* of the rough terrain
* of campgrounds and parks
* of mowers and trimmers
* of turf, shrubs, trees, and plants
* of the more common species of ornamental trees, shrubs,
and flowers grown in California

EXPERIENCE
Seasons return.
In parks and athletic fields, in playgrounds and picnic areas,
on athletic fields and playing courts, on park trails
and firebreaks, in pools and fountains.
In wilderness, in areas.
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EDUCATION
Consider the strenuous physical work of summer and winter grounds,
topsoil stuffed with seeds and water over areas for new grasses,
snow from steps, roads, and walkways.
Saturdays and Sundays, frequent walking over long periods of time.

LICENSES / CERTIFICATES
Power.
Dump and other.
Power chain.
Other light.
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Imagine the tonal qualities when a player hums, the sound of a voice disguised
or animals imitated, the original twenty machines on a ten-horsepower motor
with jack shafts overhead and leather belts. Listen to tunes played on crazy blues
comb and tissue paper, cardboard tubes and waxed paper, instruments built
with scissors and elastic, rulers and pencils. Take quick lessons from the master,
he who leads orchestras of up to 2,000 players. Imagine music from coast
to coast, no limit to the stars.

(wood) release

field harmony
in a state where rain does not come*
(the water) desired

(fire)

(fire)

(question)

as for the sea**

(water)

(gold)
(the gold)

<you send those>

<sending>
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<sending time limit>

(days)

to 6 ends of the month

(gold *** celebration)

* clay / tone of a voice

** of animals

*** of ten-strength of horses
heard secretly
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forever & darkness
have always existed
so
too
the sea

soaring
over endless
space

earthy-horse
coiled shell
withdrawn
behind operculum or
perfect spirals

the snail
of the moon
sheds light
in the golden ratio
of the west

eggs buried
in shallow topsoil

shell of sky
the great effort of the earth

food sheared
fetish
for a true believer
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let in light
for the flourishing
of subsequent generations

to the sun
horns held high
tomorrow
will be fine

down the rocky bank

to the bottom
the bigger rocks
there
but the smaller ones

summer
none sure
when it began

or end
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in either direction
a haze

railroad tracks

cut clean
the train
of a hill

attuned
to these atmospheric
changes
the previous
winter some parallel
pathways down a steep

snow deep

a good sized piece
of earth
practice
these excellent
clods

passing dogs
not counted

a large lilac
bush
unbidden

flooding

break
on pavement
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clouds
pass over the sun

Mars
midsummer
air
with fine
earth and dust
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Itinerant of seasons
these species
at liberty
today the storms
of fall
a dozen boats at anchor

flood tide here,
rain, but never snow

the long shore
noise generated on one site
travels through the environment
and affects people in another location.

We must be circumspect,
as if noise never altered
the bright signal of the day
our attention paid
to nothing but the ground
under foot and our steps
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for grass under foot,
simply stated a case
for bare feet

such as thorns

each precarious
step under wing
a rumbling sound
wind in shards

of winter,
chain link ringing
vast yards of open field
shimmering like late ocean.
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at the crest of a hill
in the partial clouds
of a typical morning

here
on this straight road traveling
how far can be seen?

What air
what spring-loaded weight?

This pattern of ordinary life
(for whom)

for when it unravels

we know some facts,
we forget the myths.
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100-year events every five
sooner the peril

with thoughts of the shiny new
agents of the industry, their moving parts
working selflessly, until molecules expire
and rust falls in red clouds of static
and blur

when we again see
smoke
and the orange haze

farther along on those paths
darkening our picture
of what to expect.

Descending a staircase
to the sea
but the fire

this question a thousand times,
no source for these long tones.
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Orbs for the spirits
of the dead,
any straight line
produced by light
for moving

may cast
a shadow
may loop or be
of any color
in shallow basins
no longer of this world

what chance of detritus
or the treeline overtaking
the edge

most people
are amazed

a contrail
a new course of events
an artifact of

our walk on this
thin crust
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If you cut all the trees,
none will burn
logging or thinning
and fallen branches?

harvest
smaller the blade
and the cutting chain

teeth are not straight in modern saws

reservoir of damage
sawdust lightly
in the field

when a tooth cuts
without cutting?

When heavy timber begins to fall,
crushed as a large tree
these white fingers of vibration.
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of glass woven
with the advent
Expo dress of thin
as silk
slight strands of silica spun into countless fibers!

drawn fine with continuous
filaments
here a thousand years
of molecules
strain, then,
poise
anneal

surface to weight

from meniscus to glistening
drops wound onto bobbins

and a drop
exit walls

much wealth in the form of factories

from these long fingers
of possibility—
of loose

in the safety of our surroundings
outside the walls
the wild remains
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maddeningly so,
though shimmering

a delicate
musicality,

clipped morning,
birds (too many)

audible

there:
in the light
of hearing

bird
song

in dark blue,
winter’s length
of waves

crows or large
black birds?
music
about music
what notes
commingle in fragile
mediums,
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or rain?
the rumbling
samples or
silence inserted
at random intervals,

cedar, soft hiss
wing
flutters through
various maneuvers of slow,

entire categories of blur

what sounds mean
in the rolling air,

what patterns of truth
this uncertain day?
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in long grass

in first cutting

the space gone over also the work done
to distant stream from cowbells

in once-green

giving the grass a stiff wire
mulch to a dry layer raking & turning hay

fairy ring

or until grass a steel tooth
an orchard of trees pruned
bare patches boundary spark

to saplings

a considerable
failing
this lucid

grassfire
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part of a country
distant from
the coast

to utter

oracle
(see chant)

voice
(especially of a god)

also of birds
(as alto
as tenor)

chorus or concerted piece
or crevice

the only car visible

there a wave

in ivy green
the singing birds
grown persons in the world

as the air sings in passing

prosperous and bare
as birds do
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What is the weight of all things in the world?
A weir on the river all of the columns driven into the earth’s surface.

A system of artificial roots rigid and sealed from the soft soil.

All machines and devices transmitting all power available anywhere.

A timely manner for bridges or piers the entire folio full of drawings of water.

Altering forever the course of the river the patient filling of its many bends.

The full potential of the floodplain in the fraud of these maps.
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A jackhammer lays bare the damp skin of the earth.

The lumber yard is the clue to our longevity or downfall.

The hump is an opportunity to climb this rolling path.

We need rest areas as interface between road and not road.

What modular living will do to us is unclear.

What is the optimal speed to attain harmony in all things?

What rumble strips under foot and in our thoughts?

What dazzling vistas of dawn light remain undisturbed and unknowable?
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Branches as well as true wood and stubborn roots.

Nothing to carry but a wide swath of lawn with whole leaves shredded.

Open status of the seeds of sweet gum and magnolia and acorns and cones.

Twigs or small branches for the size of the yard and the kind of trees.

Bark with more shredder blades to leaves raked onto the sunny ground.

Tamper pushes leaves and small sticks from shrubbery and plant beds.

Dead branches on uneven or hilly lawns reduced to chunks on the wet grass.

A blower transforms leaves and twigs to something unrecognizable.
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What composes the body of a tree and its branches?

What thick forest or grove, the hard and fibrous substance of the stems and branches?

What vistas of various kinds interwoven with shining bands of silver light?

Who cut trees and portioned cords for the fire?

Whose oranges from a growing population upon the ideal soil and season?

Whose daring opportunities seized and buildings flourished?

Who sent signals and hunted rabbits among cottonwoods by the river?

Who made the decision to lease the land?

Who concealed the historic and religious nature?

Who forgot the humble lessons taught by Chin-ngich-nish?
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winter hard in skies

or forge what shape
to labor hard what spike

opaque
raked
across win
borders of bone and clay

a quiet
as the weight

hole this single
array of the power

of the progressive

of the twist
we all expected
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fixed crosswise to a handle
storied
that part which strikes

chain

stamped
upon

smites or shatters

pillars

as a cannon
what labor wrought

tapered

a light

taut length
of wire

walkthrough

a heated
hammering and the like
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to the black
woody trunks,
streams in the red earth
the threads of gold
glowing

the live current

unpaved
gutted
blue
barred
and drug

of scribbling

breath,

lines

barreling
miles
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across the

yellowed

trailing
ghost

flight

curio

revealing

unlit

Free-

wounded
of morning
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storms

strumming

a sweet
high

fade

the soft scuffle
blaring stereos of late

across rush, lights
in cars

in sunlight
sidewalks, this route
walked
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drops along the leaves, this
dark compost

curling / uncurling

such a shape!

clusters of sessile flowers
of ear or grain (gun
or cannon) vent
driving
or the like
(see lavender) stake
vines or hedges

hence
affixed, of timber

by fire a small
punching upon that
which is laid down,

hazard, a pledge
the limits of knowing—
—out on the grim determination of this road

—out in the arms-spread of this land
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hammer nor a sledge

dust instantly

ends of wood
with beeswax
heavy soled boots
gyprock
of blowforce

xxxxx__
xxx~xx__ (see sheetrock)

wide blade

stiff bristle

mason (twine)

of the black diamond
a distance

—in dust or

due to the curvature

and just
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what thin circumferences
of mystery?

at such speed!

sun
sustained crash
of sea
nail (pull) a nail
to this rusting

stylus
outer green
a sphere drawn amazingly

divider /

those for seeding

minimal spare

of misc.
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All tools scattered.
Keep in mind a small fraction
of tools, of joiner or smith,
cutter or chisel.
Tools by whose agency.
A small country—
—in this house.

Shelter
as a sentry.
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In the palm of your open hand
the power to see beyond scrims
and behind sheathing, any nailer
faster than hammer and nails,
air-powered and a compressor,
six figures of nails popular in the field,
the erection of frames by eye or trial,
marks made and chalklines dropped.
Infinite fields of single-family houses
of small brads or finish nails which come
in straight, working in corners
and in narrow spaces, nails launched
at high velocity, at such astounding
speeds. After hours of questionable toil,
a single mechanized blow. Ordinary
springs generate the hammering force.
Here is what happens when you pull
the trigger of the gun in this diagram—
—when the hammer comes down
north and south switch places.
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Blue bolt of impossible rain driven clouds block the sun.

Mysterious joys swept over a considered life as proof whose tempers.

The beauty of feet on soil a bold effort whose dead bones picked over.

Curious letters startle some tincture or flourish throats so perfectly.

What lovely bloom of work in the blinding opacity of the American place.
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In what great light of industry America began to stir. Tomorrow’s rays
upon the lifeblood of hard work. We notice the miraculous crossroads

or cluttered worksites. Ferment stemmed from the roots of this young
land. Elements of this bright era of life from a restlessness with the way

things were. Over vast new lands as the most universal means of power
horses stood tall. Rivers supply water aside from individual wells

from atmosphere arose. Out of the earth these old sayings were prevalent
a hundred years ago. Placid folk with grave uncertainties dream of canals

or lakes. Of pure foods or advanced sanitation from roads to a nation
burning with zeal. Out of the richness of the soil where this wilderness

beyond anything imagined. When there was no end to the merciless sun
or stagnant air. Medicine of science or sorcery for sustenance of the young

farms and forests. Beasts of great potential when there was no running
water. Snow blocked bitter nights of winter homes lit with candles

or lamps. Flocks darken the heavens of our landscape reduced. Birds
counted in skies crisscrossed with clouds seen then but not now.
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Snow froze the mortar between bricks of a fireplace in a mountain lodge
buried in beautiful snow, a huge white dress dropped plumb-like to the earth

of tumbling vapor, povera! America! By flat shovels, fires in kitchen stoves,
hens flushed from sheds clucking, loose floorboards in the corner and windows

with smudged panes, hands smeared with black dust the color of soil under
damp stones, ebb tide in sand, a match strike, a small hand mirror

catching pale sun in the southwest winter afternoon, the quiet burden
of fir trees grown colder under the white moon. The ashpits and the cathedrals

all very beautiful in the changing light of seasons, mysterious talks in houses
beyond empty lots, windows visible from back porches lit by kitchens

of bright surfaces, books faintly marked, the clean smell of incense and burning
candles, damp streets under the first stars of evening seen from bungalows

nestled between cottonwoods. Whose breath of white clouds above deep snow,
the sound of coal striking tin buckets and pails of water in wash tubs, a pocket knife
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stashed behind the stove, boats carved to sail down slope from their captains, hush
of feet on red carpet in elaborate expressions of ceremony. A loose shingle

in the wind, years under yellow light, shrieks of an American paradise where strings
of white globes across plastered walls, rocking chairs by windows, the thin secret

of dimes for the movies far from houses by railroad tracks and gas stations, bridges
and parks of elms and maples. Purses filled with nickels, ah, poor America! Hopeless

with her dust rags and brooms, her soap and water and the marks of her children,
the dark stains of kitchen floors by shoes with frayed laces, socks over the chair

and towels doubled over dowels, beds carefully made with bedspreads and freshly
ironed curtains, mirrors glinting over dressers, rag rugs. Shadows on snow lit

by street lamps, chains on car tires on icy pavement, stones from the frozen earth,
indistinct figures with brooms sweeping sawdust with dustpans and a paper bag,

puddles of frozen water, crowds and street lamps shining on trestle bridges spanning
slow creeks, trails through pastures, the great sweep of white over railroad lines,

white sands of river banks, cottonwoods and fence posts and brick walls, chimneys
of redbrick and gray mortar, radiators and rocking chairs in front rooms, ah, Spring!

A small spruce of tender willowy strength, the night warm and clear. Ah, what a night!
Black shoes with sharp new heels, all the men and women on earth downtown

before the stores close, a singing strength of green at our feet, white snow fallen back
to the earth. Sangue de la Madonna! Black embers of burnt paper in sooted hearths,

mountains blotted by black clouds, a wreath on the door, a lonely road thin
and dwindling. The snow! The world a pale void, thin sleet-water, bricks set down

in it, clacking radiators in late afternoon, low houses of white flagstone, tall pine trees
of dreams, white stones soft beneath a mason’s hands, a beautiful house of Indian rugs
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and large beams, yellow woodwork in this handsome room with worn shoes
always falling, a few loose bricks in the flue-lining, an hour’s work of tricks of the trade.

Firebrick in lumber yards, mortar mixed in buckets for new brick in sweet-scented rooms
with not a speck of smeared mortar, white spotless halls, yellow tile and washbowls

of purple flowers, perfume bottles and comb-and-brush, a spot or two of splashed water,
tea in a thin cup, fireplace glowing below the mantelpiece, writing desks by dew-streaked

windows offering the promise of tomorrow, books and sheaves of paper in the darkness.
Let the winter blow! Let the snow pile and bury! No furniture in bare rooms sounding

with the solid tapping of hammers, snow kicked from wet shoes, coffee in saucers,
black cars cruising through the middle of town. Ah, America, speak to the cold rooms,

to cobwebs scooped from corners! Ask the naked floors, the frosted windows! Ask the black
of fireplaces! Of heaters in cold rooms, for warmth where there is work. What lush fragrance

of skin, of matches struck across the once-slick faces of counters, gray sacks of cement
and yards of sand, dust in the air and the blue strong smoke from cigars, rusted trucks backed

against front curbs, ancient fireplaces still standing. Songs of spring echoing in cold rooms
filled with voice, hammer-crack and trowel-plink. Days of time passing in rooms

grown warm with the heat of work until that late hour of murky light from streetlamps,
flames adjusted to a dim glow, shining floors and soft divans, pine logs in fires sputtering,

trays bearing glasses and liquor from gurgling bottles in the American style. Packages
wrapped in Christmas paper with red strings and tissue inside, new shoes in each hand,

the play of flame. Ah, what shoes! Bare feet in deep carpet, wages for satisfied work,
piles of stones in backyards, two tons of flagstones under snow on sidewalks laid down.

What sound of cars drifting to nothing down the mountain road, drawers of old letters
and papers, fountain pens and pencils, the patter of melting icicles, bread and butter
367

and black coffee, front doors locked and curtains pulled, snow tumbling from relieved
branches, banks of the little creek swollen into brown snarling current, barrels of wine

in dark cellars, glasses of water at bedside, stiff wash on the line in the moonlight.
What red and yellow fire, jazz on the radio by the window, walnut shells on newspaper,

shadows of deep pines with light behind Venetian blinds, stone cottages under the glare
of the white mountains in the west, gravel driveways and soggy lawns, cut stones,

planks and boxes of mortar, beds of wet pine needles, bread dipped in olive oil
and sprinkled with salt. The sighing trees! The cold and lonely wind! The dead!

Wintry afternoons growing cold with hands shoved in pockets, thin shoulders under red
woolen coats on the steps of the front porch in the warm January sun. Spring: two or three

weeks more, dry brown lawn to emerge, books bound in blue oilcloth, a short message
and a five-dollar bill, the line of trees bordering the street, low foothills and white peaks

beyond. Stone mallets plinking against dressing chisels, stones split asunder, stones dressed,
shaped to lay along the seats of stone benches, clouds gathering in the north. Heavy stones

lifted with mighty efforts, over snow-dusted rooftops these tunes without melodies, whistles
without meaning on the hard reddish trail, somewhere in the ravine the thickets crackling,

clouds bunched at the peaks, patches of blue in the east. Somewhere on the earth stones
waiting for hammers, hungry breaths of thin air around the place that once blossomed.
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what black cloud
of creativity
this thick
cover
of marks

a marker

dark red
dirt tossed
scarlet dye

the wire is weak
so says
this tracing of lines
the pain portion
the last resort
of science

lamps for night
you will see the blue
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furthermore,
in windows the blue
pale
face of America
reduced
to strobes

screen light
in every home
of family
meals

or eyes at peace

a surprise of immigrants
of small children looking
for the source

or the sweet taste
of incandescence
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—as for this land

—this handsome
ground, a feature beloved
for the weight of this trembling rock,

clamber
over downed trees,

in abundant air
a neutral position in this space
high enough for vistas
(smoke seen for miles),

old designs unveiled
as if nothing
nothing! had been sold here
(or taken)
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(a tiny presence)

salient,
coarse of sound
when vehicles are laden,
—noise or otherwise—
—of 50-degree days,
(it snowed last night, somewhere)
snowed!
buried under
windows clouded over
and impossible

walking a comfortable middle
ground, navigating
narrow paths through history
and visible fault lines

no vigorous applause for this
uncertain landscape,
this wilderness of expectation?

how thirsty?

of metal and water
over time

372

here is sand
here, shells

straw tamp
another pot ready
for harvesting

in storage
palo
verde

trowel down through
dark brown
to black rarely
utilized for food

leaves should

blackbirds in midflight
fusia

shucked small black
spheres a new
species of mushrooms
heavy little

373

wildflowers
sun THOUSAND from
small trees a

fine mist of
wax a grey
cloud of clock-

iron orange-and-

yellow flowers down
deep ruts frozen

candywrapper in
crowbeak
(inches to pick)

tooth
terminal hook
as arcane
or silence
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of the nearest tree (six
feet)
no other holes

or weeds
(as the new)

bone, a hip
an X hole

—gazette,
magpie (of false
chatter),
a small copper coin

boilerplate,
leaflet
devoted to light, by a rule
after the fall (folio,
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linotype
deadline, do not cross
yellow
agitation for war
hooligan
in summer (in songs
of the decade)

fleet)
flow of water
of tidings
what was not before
news

hollow of the throat (semicircular)
departure,

a sad expression
beatnik,
raw of mind
morgue
of living

of land, a boggy place
through cover of horses,
fact of evil deeds

Podunk
(Algonquian)
cross
athwart winds
and sailing ships
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scandal
trap with a springing
device, a reborrowing
of place names
rag
shaggy tuft

a low,
despicable word

place
of a river, preserved
in the countryside
of metal and water

time
(with a forelock)
report
a rumor
of resounding noise
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full text of the opera:
the populace and troops retire
singing. wine and feast hail
home. version features a voiceover. blow like an iron ball.
all the breath. sing in fervor.
canyons of this resonant voice.
bugles! over the traffic
of cities! over the rumble
of wheels in the streets!
high and clear over the waves!
gray-brown bird singing
over shining cities!
open throats make faithful roar.
grand and sweeping water over
maple leaf. archetypes singing
over classics. in the jungle.
of cities and gods. blow
by light. as leaf.
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—in soft dirt
in soil
packed hard
broad scoop
more or less hollow
blade.

Earth thrown
or gathered,
flat thin tablet
of pale spade,
wash of an oar
run away at full
speed.

Sense of colors,
bucket for bailing
water, opening in a ship’s
side
(of wine),

of gunfire
or grain (by tossing
into the air).
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Simply a scar or an inch,
sable or permanent
as the sky
itself.

Epidermis into the connective
in the hovering sadness
arrowheads
to divide the great
or snare root
taunts of others.

All of the land in
a place in the worst
margin (meaning
of edge)
down a mountainside
wedged-formed stones for arches
overhead to the west,
Catalina Island inshore of region,
eel grass beds
smoke or haze
slanting days close to the wind,
a coarse cloth
yards braced
of tin, full
palm of incremental
movement
this rook
will caw
a corrupted compound
of words and sighs.
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Listen to the startling horn. Look up at tall columns of smoke.
Remember our lives and property. These citizens, a group whose
total losses of properties involved by fire (a carpenter).

A hand drawn ladder. Several types of entertainment.
The Iowa Villa. Truck, bucket, and axe. A large bell
on a tower. Apparatus housed in a building (helmet)

(shirt) (belt). Disband in favor of a more permanent fire.
The go ahead signal. The forerunner of the horse.
Each fire answered, seven horses housed in stalls (harnesses

suspended from the ceiling) (collars open). A large hammerlike taper, striking out the number of any fire. Bells heard
in nearly all parts of the city. The distinction of the Pacific

Coast. Air-cooled and the population grown. In service
as were 40 gallons and 500 feet. One day off in every eight.
An outer harbor of miles. Work in war industries by leaps

(or shift), a continuous series of oil. A rapidly growing
city with a building trend developing in a northwesterly direction. Incidents from the memories of others.

The lack of water to a combination fire. The initial shock
and the strongest. Severe or otherwise mild. Recorded
on instruments. Midnight ensues where falling bricks

and heavy cornice stones. A hasty check of the debris.
One particular fire for a number of years, the following
highlights. The departure of horses from the city.
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The dust that may collect
on an object over the course
of several days or weeks.
The dirt or ash that may be lodged
on the surfaces of an object
in hand, he blows dust
(or she?) (a dancer?
a singer?).
What breath from whose lungs
frees this item from the burden
of dust, of particles foreign
to its polished surfaces (or rough,
dog-eared and rusted)?
What motes blown
into shafts of morning light
(or afternoon, broken rays
through canopies of trees,
softened through curtains
shifting past open windows)?
What palm-sized device
held chest-high, examined
for clinging debris
and blown upon?
Are we hearing the remnants
of a mountain ground down to sealevel, silt from the surface of the moon,
the powder of fallen towers
from a cloudless sky?
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Introductory
(this was a man, a man
of one book).
On magnitude
(in relation to slip angles).
On the history of cells,
pulsing in waves of sumptuous sound,
the ordinary gravity of our species,
the realm of surfaces inhabited by insects
to the very edge of this world.
On the armies of aggregates
(indeed ever growing).
On skeletons and spirals of equal angles,
all of the birds and all of the fishes
mentioned in the classic texts.
Of the shapes of horns and teeth or tusks,
some years ago the grinding
at the formative history of the world.
On the theory of transformations,
the active project of a lifetime marked
by lit candles under bushes (not just
for show), this atlas of a life.
On the comparisons of related forms
(swarm of bees? cloud of bats?).
Epilogue
(for such an act).
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Over the opening minutes
of the morning, the sheer breadth
of all houses in the world
of breath
being blown
concrete over
inflated structures, spaces
formed by air both soothing
and suspect, this manipulated sound
a head-filling density
at low volume
an amazingly deep background

[ see disintegrating loops ]

[

see room with sky

Of drones no stranger
to these pages, stunning
constructions of light brushing
all of the surface we can see
unexplained or unlocated
shift in attention
this slow arc

silence is nowhere (whether true
or not) in the cloudy history
of the listening.

384

]

We claim.

What state of motion
as a jet flies over this range,
gentle zigzag of checkpoints.

Flange, flying opposite
the normal flight path,
warbling, the mise en scène
of descent.

The embodiment of the earth whose frame
of reference consists of drones in the form
of an ending suspended, a beginning
long forgotten.

Comprising the steps of.

Enclosed within a thin wall,
a block diagram of the drone.

An alphanumeric display.

A pen and ink plot.

385

The very first word uttered—
—the peaceful and the picturesque.

The rustic beginnings.

The higher flat land.

The whip and the spiral way.

The whispering rivers.

The ride over the falls.

The valley of the moon.

The very nature.

The great, true promise.
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I have been procrastinating.

I have been too busy.

I found myself in this position.

I was forced to make a choice.

I was spending time.

I would find myself looking.

I caved in.

I spent an entire week.

I managed to get more than I spent.

I plan to take some pictures.

I handed in the keys.

I am so inexperienced.

I was sorry to see.

I need spring to arrive.

I did not know the difference.
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During the spring birds fly
to gather string. Horse feet
turned inward. Every thing
put together with wooden dowels
and pegs. The Fourth
of July is the biggest day of the year.
Entertainment is not limited to rides
and food. Circus groups
close down for the winter.
No one wants to say
they have been fooled.
Trams take tourists
for rides. Many conventions
are held in the auditorium.
There is always a parade
on Halloween. During the Depression
no one had any money.
This city is in full bloom.
Life is centered on the beach
with sweeping views of the Pacific.
One can swim in the sea
or rest on the beach. Still water
is kept full by the constant action
of the waves against the rocks.
These years are the days.
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Long before the air
saturated with water.

Long after the water
falling in great, billowing clouds
of heat to the earth.

All the dogs down.
All signs point. Migrate from a space
in the good heat of streets. Dog town.
Somewhere in the cosmos. Closer
and closer like comets. See waves
woven into place.
Unfamiliar with the visible
locations. Bridges over rivers
next to train tracks, roads of hard
experience. Fear, with eyes.
Halting (moon above) direction.
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On the doorstep of the trees,
porch lights cut by branches,
heavy shoulders under thin jackets,
footsteps make the same noise.
No way of knowing. Bare feet on damp
driveways, on garage floors, walls thick
with graffiti.
The slanted spray, a good collection
of messes, a restlessness.
While it is never completely dark
in Los Angeles (clouds reflect light)
the rocks are always the same, black,
no longer molten. Spirit is near.
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If this is about the limit
of the crash, road crowns
of long hills where big rigs roll.
Suppose an engine grosses
if the wheels are pointed
out, a full stop might raise
or brakes heat up at the scene,
a superheated tire, a curve too fast
where control becomes lost
on soft ground or slick road.
In this story there is no distortion
or binding, the dust all hauled,
the devices that make, the time
that is kept, the stones into soil.
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Into dust, with fingers,
with coupling means.
Open of air. What passage
into the atmosphere,
hard flange. A brief
description of the drawings
of the known and unknown.
Of the spirit and scope
a hard touch is sensed.
Bubbles = leak,
no need for air, you say.
Make sure you look up
for pressure due to climate.
Sorry, California,
where the air goes. Very simple,
but difficult to explain.
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What variants of lamentation
sung with closed lips.
What so called sound
made by the rapid vibration of wings—
—a curious bird to see—
—weave so called
for the shape of the nest.
Ballad of the oceans between E
and F in grave or monotonous tone.
As in a pastoral composition,
utter or make low.
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What math is riding on this,
what glorious morning in blue
streaked white with vapor?
What remains to be done
about water being lost?
What more can be written
about rust?
Light unfurled,
heavens festooned.
Sky gets in everywhere.
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abandoned at sea
or stranded on shore

the point of departure
the measured steps

the depth of a ravine
the reach of a river

the height of the tallest tree
the size of this city
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for these whispering blades

after the cutting nap
of velvet

what humble seed

these minor grasses
of all time

common cloud of blue

what peace
of small gardens though sadly
many have disappeared

witness
this widespread use
of light

lapsed
meaning silent
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flume

a new gang
lumber after it is cut

a vast
unlimited amount
of timber

best on clear mornings

blazed
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a blast!

this soft
debris

submersible &

sand fire

gun (side
on) flush

cowl opening
& immediate

(or seal) slow
running water

in hose between
shots of stable

car clean all
drains lead to
ocean to sky
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drawn by horses
snow flurries in the air

mulch

light spread
over the top of the broken earth

vertical strata
fired w/ laborious industry
fissures of minerals
of our elders
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(slanderous tales of wealth
rabble of a town

the inclination of roses and etc.)
of a mast (in general
of gunfire) moon
in a pond

we don’t rake leaves as they fall
but maybe
we should pinch
each one in midswirl

harrow

lawn comes up green
wolf teeth, broken on
salt and sand on highways
the wheel, harvest
against a fence or anywhere

blanketed w/
warm hearth
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trunks of wisteria, mission
figs, waves passing
through the earth

embers to branches

owls to Athens

401

the rocks are disturbed
by the climate and snow

the shape of the roots
found in the trails
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The nature of sound where the landscape absorbs the weather.

Consistent recognition where anomalies emerge from the steady drone.

The incoming signals of events in the sound stream raise flags.

Hours go by on the busy road where we live due to the rarity of accidents.

A field recording of traffic masking footsteps or speech is not the best.
A listener’s ability to identify artifacts of acceleration in the world.

The universe is a question that talks in numbers and listens in living things.

Give everything a place with a promise manifest in horizons slightly bowed.
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Tools last forever for pruning shears this professional pair.

Upper blade to the grip made precision.

Cushion and stop moreover the blade drain to whisk.

The safety of thumbs blade for the clean in comfort but the sharp cut.

Crush stem for flowers or anvil no chance against.

Rusting too often against branches these blades are brought down.
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Birds are
because they are beautiful
may be newly imported. Smaller species

transported from new birds untamed
are easier than

active birds
are many species presented this flight

within five years popular the source
most large birds are given up

replace a bird that dies

are known for developing of the travel
colorful. Ask the organization to justify this

Owners with a nest of eggs
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ranchers own hundreds caught in the wild
of birds. You are to rescue

feathers the source

but so is love

Choose intense bonds
can break.
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The broom sweeps the earth. The broom moves dust and debris
from one place to another. Each bristle for the greater good.

Even with a dustpan scraping on gravelly asphalt, the broom
succeeds only in transferring material elsewhere.

The broom whisks like dry wind in palm fronds. Twigs
from a common flowering shrub tie together to make a tool.

Both flowers and sweeping are considered unlucky in May.
Witches use many objects (pitchfork, bowl, or trough).

Servants perform menial tasks. A word was invented for such
an incident. Rough prickly shrubs, the evolution of brush

thrown from windows. Low shrubs with long, angular
branches, leaves, bright yellow flowers.

Dust brushed from the floor, dry particles of earth raised
and wafted by the wind. Earth crumbled into minute portions.

Dust is alive when brushed from one place to another.
Nothing is gained, nothing is lost.
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From the flecked prose of America, knee-slappers
of dust clouds (palms on pant legs) in the darkened night

of rumored stars whose thunder crashes upon hills
along the interstate, murmur of dirt and the snow

of crevices, dust pounded from pant legs outside hotel bars
in the Midwest of large rooms with hardwood floors that creak

under foot, of brass beds and windows, hair and pale skin
shook free of dust, motes in the slanting light of the yellow

harvest, out in the grass buried under snow in the prairie
prowled by mountain lions and foxes, flakes of paint

from hallway walls brushed from pant legs, collars pulled,
red soil flung from shoulders of those leaning into windows

of yellow trucks, windows rolled down and words spoken,
the cold and wet slapped from pant legs on screen-door porches,
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light-adjusted interiors of built-ins and sagging windows,
books of irregular heights in bookshelves, papers boxed away,

parking lots, doors slammed in glass-walled office buildings
down from bars with small faded signs, dry wind from the river,

campfire smoke slapped from pant legs around a smoldering
fire pit, picnic tables gleaned in the vast dark of lemon

and sandalwood, river rocks moved closer to shore, stones
stacked on stones, love mapped on bodies, on legs swept

of dust, roads unfurled in the evening, interstates glowing
in the desert of America, flat fields of dead grass under

snow, stars, leaves ground into powder, these places
we move through with the dust settling and settling.
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410

Iron Triangle

411

412

The ongoing war for the heart
of America. Now to make big
rigs, rusting fenders, bent
manifolds, cracked headlights.
Tales of woe, joy out of said
junk. A must see paradigm.
Here a hulking half
ton, staged that you can see
the reading. Some manner
of mindless junk. Implicit
in these moments. A few stand
out for a valid reason.
A moth slowly circling. Country
mouse / city mouse. The life
blood of American freight
taking up so much cultural space.
Gear and whine, hard-working
highways carve lines for miles.
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A new kind of kick. Listen metal
wire. Utilization of the weed.
A true pressure. A critical element
in the making. The current, a longspindled arbor of fine wheels.
(Read more. Of the crystal structure.
Through a magnetic field. About
the burnished surface of metal.
Through space (one peak
on the ocean (blue to green.
Here the basics of the light.
This is the high speed. A serious
plug (through iron and tin.
Yes, a slight. Of an old farm &
there is old. A coil of thin.
Found arch . . . ))))
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If a fold
by first folding made
then a shape emerges from effort
and not from chance.

If a square cut dry
then the ancient art of water
noticeably non-square.

If a triangle
starts in one corner past the center then a set
of new lines turned out in spaces wider
than windows.

If a popular sea
to the tips of the open then over palms
twisted like rope.

If along the long edge
square and often fine then tracts recanted,
poised with the unfolding.

If a point arcs
toward two other points then open hands down.

If breath blown
through cloth thrice then droop like a flower,
a love memento, souvenirs
of trips abroad.
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The universe
balled up like an old
cigarette, so tiny.

Below the wooden roof,
bare stone lists in one
direction or the
other.

Pearl
and the missing wing,
an acute V.

At eye level,
askew.

Which the wind
beats back.
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—one simple answer. Each morning
you rise. The prior art of meshing,
of swing time and teeth
ratchet.
Travel, speak to many drivers.
No one looks over shoulders.
Over the years,
a road becomes the road.
What has been hauled? When the hitch
locks into place,
the time it takes
for a pendulum
to come to rest.
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Water column of rain or shine. No guarantee
is made or implied. Washes in many rural
locations. Studies find a population
among a town of people.
The number of bays, both
directions of flow. Streams tend to favor
a narrow genre of line, general or giant.
What hour of weep or freeze
in single or three, what preplumbed heat or tape,
what boom of steel.
Plumb with unions, run to weep cloth
or a cloth-like material. No other water
touches the vehicle. A southern exposure
of ice in cold weather.
Wash a rinse-winter, a rinsesummer hot or cold,
another cycle of time.
If it rains for a week, the three rivers
reach out and touch fingers.
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Crossed roads open moment of woods and these patient waters.

Themes of dust and common or harsh praise alters a true path.

Country from the palms stripped leaving with olive.

With loud din on peal of speed.

Sweet longing of brass burst and clothes stiffen.

To what locks asunder in pocket whose keys.

Resonance of these tales this side of fever.

Essence of flower once my god you played.

Use of atmospheric line and great drama of winds.

Horse strong head of boundless yoke.

White footsteps for days of scenes swept dry.

Sunders with shifted sun proud arms in flight.
The Nile’s breathing shore of great names.

Over stone these dry winds vast in reed.
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With a glittering effect a perfect laboratory for exploring the nature of light.

Reflect and glow through impermeable objects using elements of science and art.

From the decaying space around us a growing knowledge of the world.

To our eyes how things look in the bright illumination through holes in clouds.

Across a pond or lake with visions of angels or saints where light turns to dark.

Discern the edges of things in the public environment of streetscape and open space.

Ficus removed and jacaranda planted near signs hammered into softened soil.

Stage lights upon the palm bottlebrush trees and queen palms in the west.

Sea and houses in a rocky landscape deep with wells hidden well.
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Nebulous references to alleged incidents.
Thin tablet drawn flat through openings in a ship’s side.

The usual range of fanciful theories of pale.

Blade transferred sense of color or wash of an oar.

Remarks on the present system by pilots away at full speed.

A solid mass of stones of nearly uniform size.

A fan light to draw water through imperfect portals to be forged later.

The movement of ships in sense of geological features.

Smooth and puckered surfaces of tiny particles crushed.

Honey without bees for an imprecation of that shape more or less hollow.

The ending is instrumental for the literature of grit.

By glacial streams or notion of deep loose stones.

Grave on seashore of sand grown (a horse).

Earth thrown (as a ship) echoic of the sound of water over pebbles.
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Great fun! the entire area you wish more power on tap.

An open clear area at night or dusk on far hills in full sun.

Known to prefer shade junipers under ground level windows.

Black hills full coverage spruce rolls of stainless steel.

Japanese Red Maple right ascension of the sun success.

With this plant in sandy soil the chronicle of the crow.

Sweep of red hills and pumpkins good omens for young orchards.

As far west the largest trees shade on every road or drawbridged canal.

Elapsed years not to scale for birdsong orbits around the sun.
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A deep morning and the stillness of a last voyage upon the ocean.

A daze with fear and the boundless shoulder bearing the sheer mass.

About the world gulls shouted still but no flat earth this part of the sea.

This very edge before the sun a green sickness by name or first consciousness.

The drifting launch to drag the bow for departures to islands of any time.

No other word hammered out foremost in print of an earlier era.

All wisdom partial to an immense learning for a century of essence.

Of infamy and an absurd period of time which history to repeat are doomed.

Long forgotten to bring years from death in some sense agreeable.

What a great language for this place to celebrate these brave souls.

A boat by spirits a slow boat, in order to rope rather than threads.

How entrancing the depths of nature about a continuum of images that tell.

What stream transpires beyond balance which speaks the sudden sound.
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When does the walk begin? Is our destination in front of us,
or must we angle to reach it? Does the ability to start a crossing
require a decision? What signal functions as an audible beacon?
Which street is this, how wide? What is the geometry
of this intersection? Should we expect to encounter any islands
as we cross? Is there time to position ourselves correctly,
face our destination before the onset of the walk? Will cars
turn precisely? Will there be a surge of parallel traffic?
Will we be able to hear every sound? How many streets
intersect here? Where are we within this map?

Make a dog by counting fives.

Uncrowded on this hour,
empty, the peaceful road of coast.

The declivity of this curve of road.

What curve to ocean, first sight
of saints.

The curve to sea in glorious weather.
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Where the streets are curled,
a reading has changed.
Starlings (an unusual
bird), a bluebird trail
where coaches brought new citizens
to this fine city, all cows
pointed north?
Who may not know
this compass? What stages
in their forgetting?
Major avenues without rails
(streets cleared of tracks
and crossings). City strewn
with confusing shifts
in names, powerful wires
overhead, horses
(or mockingbirds). A holding
pattern no longer audible,
remnants submerged
in the noise floor.
In the morning,
sometimes streets are wider.

That the tides will rise
we are confident.

Of sonic inquiry
(stopped at the light).
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Lawns and in
dark rooms, (the ambience
of unfolding) terrains.

The recognizable made
mysterious.

Of strings here, temporal
sources (the arc
of a drone).

Of the sound that houses
the spirit.

Here is the place
that can be reached
after gates are opened
to the currents.

Tendered by a coin
small by means
the fragility of names for this world.

An emblem of victory
from alchemy a word
to bend this wind in exchange for light.

Sometimes the wind
or a number of struck bells
breezes channeled for this very purpose.

With no regard
to habitable planets
the future centuries of our era.
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A sudden change
of wind that flattens the sails
back against the mast.

Being in time
birds migrate
across the seas and are forgotten.

Through winter
manifest in fossils
as swallows sleep in the slow beds of rivers.

Up is above
and the moon
is simply sunlight in reverse.

Yes, the horizon
really is closer

yes, a new day
is coming

yes, the pathways
unfolding before us.
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from scrap
the path of everything—
—tire failures, iron
or other

lead (old car, old
fishing

an equivalent black
over wire

tires whole or cutting
(old tire

although great, tires
must be cut
(loose, crushed

large on open
specks of light brown
for the metal weld

we can no longer farm?
the end of straw
likewise the link and tie
wide from the round
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curve and weld
with tires
that may be driven
over a distance

wither
covers over
slippery

hammer
)
)
)
)

remnants

—from nothing and ending
in nothing

a waveform that continues
longer than we know
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the sudden loud appearance yields a cheap
scare, an escape from the tension and pace
of a scene filmed in one take—
—bicycles mounted securely on racks suggest
the sudden return of civilization.

This trope of an orchestra playing well-loved
tunes in the soft spring, the roll and pitch
of the bus circling its route
empty in this direction
but for the cabin lights in the dark morning

for the easy hour filled with the prestige of this world.

For us to share and help discover
[ stars ]
a deeper shape.

A day made simple, thick
[ or drawn ]
lines like film or feathers.

Hard as nails hammer out the names of great things over
[ music ]
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turned down at night,
this open
[ window ]

Last lines delivered by the brotherhood of this rich earth
and everywhere the joining of things through chance or guiding providence.

The bitterness of this world often lost after words of regret.

All the money in the mint pinned on flags or
[ arrow ]
points of light
illuminating
[ wildlife ]
trails,
gold and silver world with the
clear sounds of
[ wolf or bear ]

on branch or bark of hammer, on plank
of pole on sign.

The end of a
[ string ]
measure them most careful.
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Red clay dust on the windshield.
A damp road in the salt of winter months.
A climate that sees a lot of rain or snow
at the beginning of the season of deer
on the side of the highway.
Sandpaper rubbed straight through.
Clear sky time in January after a short
afternoon with the gong of a day gone,
gathered up together in the loneliness
of after hours where the slightest sound
or utterance gives small recess to our respite,
to our rest with a drink of water
from artesian or other wells.
What distance recorded, reducer
of things to dust, maker of good fortune
for those sentinels on the watchtowers
of the astonishing dawn.
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With something small
the optical path where exact numbers may never be known.

The plains are covered
by the sun as atoms fuse to make atoms.

Over time
what lifeforms spin through cycles we cannot detect.

What means for measuring
this residual presence like water suspended in air.

What increments of freezing
like icicles pointing towards the soft throat of the earth.
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snow (snow (spelling
of inches (footage
one day (for a year
conflicting numbers
as measured from
mornings turn
on the news
all the snow
in the Sierras
roads closed due
to weather (out
windows
enough breaking clear
morning just cold
enough (for another
day as forecasted
snow continues (crescendo
of drifts (this
struggle of trees
and powerlines under
the weight (sad fact
never snows (havoc
on the road for weeks
snow is our fault
sunlight (storm making
another pass)))))))))))
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no surprise / the dark /
the distance that lay ahead / *
the early spring without rest /
the entire season in those final weeks /
those early hours of the city
whose roar of day **
begins deeply enshrouded
in fog before sunshine and the promise
of rivers / a fast bridge /
the sun low in the sky / light
on the surface of a puddle
on a narrow tree-lined block / centuries-old
brownstones whispering on wide avenues
in a city of strangers crying out ***

* ISLANDS a cluster many miles
Creator of the moon, creator of the sun.

MOUNTAINS jagged snow
Planets revolve around the sun in simple silence.

VALLEY green, by clear running, of passing
The rushing sound of the wind is absent.

DESERT the tall grass diminishes to sand
Bridges gracefully connect the people.

CITY far is the definition of sprawl
Metal between hammer and anvil.
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** Those who complain about the supposed sameness.
Only the very obtuse could confuse one. Fearless in such situations.
An entire family of tiny gestures. In marked contrast, mostly silences. Little rivulets of
sound, a climate of easy intimacy. Minute
unfolding.

*** more in terms
of tone a quiet
hold resonating
darkness encapsulating
the audio becomes nothing
invasive
overtones (mostly)
the movement the lighting
hearing it decay
the dark in the distance
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different instances
of “I” by location
general food advice
for newcomers free food
if you sit there
long enough

who cares
(slow and the truck
is popular) familiar with the clatter
of utensils
(eldest son) a bare minimum
of ingredients (north)
—magic carpet—
—a lot of bite bitter
rivalry dates back
years one old
woman working
alone other staples

holy land on four
wheels a relatively
short line stand out
from the slough

to recommend warmly
not for the faint
a long line even in rain
— (surprise) —
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there is no single way to address
any of the issues
false readings
from grass
soft shorelines indicate
something is there
the line of travel
will be straightest when moving
at speed
back on safe ground

the center is not where
initially thought
out of the path
of the straight traveling
streets
with steep cambers

this is a scary process
a suffering
landmark
stay to the inside
of the shoreline
severe slopes steep
enough
hills and distances
to be traveled
the end
of the sidewalk is approaching
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know that autumn
is a good time
of darkness
downtown laurel
time to deadhead
what bodes well
unseen in heavy
cover of foliage
purple with black
bloom on old wood
dixieland's rust
gundog thugs fear
over rise of first
a rush of wind blows
open some sand
or fighting cloth
rocks may stretch
of kings how high
in moon
twist a simple idea
unique array of light
of blooms gone
down
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corollas blossom as hops
a cup with a flaring mouth a hollow sphere
to sound when moved
coral of a flower
the capital of a column
between the abacus and neck
the naked core of cylindrical shapes
within the leafage time or the time

of deer in rutting time alone and insulated
when of great size a line of wall
as flanker as curtain
overtop (a borrowing) the leading
sheep of a flock ringing
changes struck or rung slowly

the old belief that noise frightens hawks
sound with single strokes
bank the hearths and prepare
for sleep (free to move)

conflagration from untended fires
a tacit conviction of the learned
the desert and the town apparatus
for musical notes signaling ships
(implied in touching) ocean edge
against land’s end
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(swagger)

scaffolding

diamond shaft
serrated edge
many who wield the cane

blocks /

with dominant hands
protect against thieves and animals

the whole of a thing

of wood
of a tree
of one, the species
hot hellish and terrible

(hostile)
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intensifier
a source in “street”

with the calendar page
ready to turn,
this humble offering
a collection

there are limits to the size
of the map

hills of this shape
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Is there nothing new
to see here, no
undiscovered terms
to describe this uneven
stretch of sidewalk?

How do we arrange
for the road? For slabs
drilled with holes,
concrete compressed
under high pressure?

What do we know
about green roofs,
red doors, this cornflower
blue that goes back
centuries?
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What sacred remains
sequestered in rusted sheds?
This complete surprise,
this fresh air in the full
light of day?
This skin of naked
stone, this skein,
this most beautiful
strata?

What do we mean by water?

How do we determine the age of a tree
whether it blossoms flowers or seeds?

Where do we live that such water returns?

Where has the original question taken us?
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Puvungna

445
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Who made this noise?

Who tended this garden
of considerable things?

Can the wind be broken by a jacket, a roof of trees
turning and twisting? Even in no gust it makes a sound,
not unlike the shroud of a corpse billowing
in the underworld. A sad loss for poets this air
in motion, a handful of weak words that miss, wood
or fruit blown down, a bird’s habit of hovering
in the coherence of their stroke, to the sun of attention,
arms swung wildly, of rain, missiles or blows
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the whirring noise of a bird’s wings, words
for mountain and forest shapes a city and in turn
also used for weather by wind or drift of ship,
clouds driven before the gale of seaweed and foam
cast upon the shore, ocean swells an unbroken horse
the tide was still making between the atmosphere
and the day, a temporary loss of breath, a hare
pursued, brush burned for signal fires visible far beyond
the arc of sand and breakers with no non-native trees
to block the wind, no boulders to break the sea.

Listen, then
to gentle things.

Never hearing
simply nothing.
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A house is no longer
no great mysteries
here, walls interrupted
where
yet, from water alone
by water is the soil made
to produce the forests.
Hear the grass bending,
as ancient itself
of the nation
over a thousand
railroads and electric lines
where the earth is watered least
there grow the fewest trees

openings are left
rivulets and streams to turn
the great wheels,
stable frame a scaffold
for the assembly
one blade of grass where two

fir valued
for cavities filled
on roofs over sheds,
oil rigs lodged under bridges.
Large areas enclosed,
woods that once spanned great
distances.
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This is not the door
to the shed that housed the remains. Of the names bestowed,
Ki of tule and willow,
hooks or pelican stones,
effigy of a killer whale.

In whose garden
these seashells from Signal Hill, ghostly pale in winter,
sacred to one, sacred to all.

Robust discourse
lay bare a better place for children to hear stories,
hay delivered
to Bixby with whispers,
who slept and ate under those trees, a plaster of leaves.

The people who settled in the floodplain of the three rivers,
the wetlands of the great basin
with clear sightlines to the islands,
to the brush rabbit who sang
I shall always see you

over 500 acres of villages
an American land of plenty,
the varied bounties of mountain
and desert, plain and sea,

this crest of a hill
where bears will bite,
serpents will sting.
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Everyone recognizes the sound
of Santa Ana winds through open windows,
of ash settling down for a long sleep.
Past low hills, past cottonwood
and sycamore, past crescent
shore, past islands fixed
and horizons hazed.
What dense constitution of this soil,
this pulverized skin of mountain.
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An individual has heard a sound before. Consider the ease
with which we can identify voices, an innate ability
to distinguish between different sounds. We hear
the sounds of others walking from place to place,
these men and women who wear different shoes
that resound in distinct patterns. Sounds made
in contact with the floor, different combinations
of dress shoes or sneakers with thumbtacks stuck
in the soles. With the presence of excessive background
noise, the listener might be distracted by the masking.
What sounds were closely followed? What sentiments
are typical of those who choose to live in this place?
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Is the moon always ready for duty?

When do rain and tempest sweep?

When does the sun ride the radiant sky? Midday?

Do eyes really twinkle, do raindrops keep falling?

Where are we at the solemn hour of midnight?

Who will protect our homes from devastation?

Who are indispensable to us?

Who guards the peace or health?

What of the brave workers whose words transcend when things fall and break?

What brings us back, day after day, from the edge of the grave?

What streets and gables wrapped in tranquil slumber?

What measures too full of thanks?

What true appreciation given only when great thinkers pause?

What unbidden destroyer, what deserted highways?
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Is this the day to be heard? How many declare
with audible voice in a dialect of the speaking
of the world? Where is the heroic gesture
that lifted us to stand? Who came of age
in the hinterlands of the west? Who made sculpture
from parts, formed ideas about randomness and order,
whose career arched over everything? Who mistrusted
the flat, the illusionistic? Who absorbed the utopia
of quiet works in reference to nature’s swell,
who channeled this basic shape? What do we fear
catching, what experiments abandoned? What lace
entwined, what bone lattice, what symmetries
of the body? What metal knot of meandering form,
what shape of this river, what bones manifest?
What waters flung into the air and let fall,
what edges ignored?
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The story of the growing
likened to the rapid spread,
telling as settlement in the trail race of the river.

Ships across the Pacific Ocean with bushels in iron crates,
the fortunes of thousands
and the discovery of these trees, this rare bounty.

To magnificent cultivars of rooted saplings give rise,
prized as those grown.

Any region west down slopes laden with blossoms,
the early season
and the cool mile or apples in the fall.

A flora recited on the face of the body insinuating its roots,
these days spread the full length of summer ceremonies of the longest sun,
the great day, the fruits of both.

Days of leaves and twigs which blossom,
golden currant
for pains and smeared for graft a decoction,
drunk for the legs and the stems of the inner bark,
wash of californicum.

Teas from fresh leaves in November,
white-flowered blossom aches and the patient roots.
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of falling debris
dust stock

tool slip
stance before starting
combined length of arms

of the trail
weed
grass whip

blade

(briars)

so gently
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transfer
departure and travel
in matters of weight

lastly
the receivers

aware of the perils
across fields and down

how metal can bend
and not break
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spike this, inspiration!

Howzabout?

severe tire damage, the long way
between two points

how would that work, exactly?

two words
for tons—
—too much Speed Racer (he who treasures
his ignorance).
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TRAVERSE
SEVENTH HEAVEN

FLYING
PARADISE

ASCENSCION
PESSIMIST

SING TO THE DEVIL
THE BELLS

AR-MA-GID-DE-ON
THE HUNDRED

ROSY CRUCIFIXION
CEMETARY GATES

MARBLE ARCH
CLIMB

DEAD OR ALIVE
TUMBLING DICE
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subside
save for the beach

spate
for a nation that lives
dream of days traveling
(raining today)

nearest thing
to nature

VAST
(as overseas)
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—all contents of the country
due to threatening / severe weather
precedents for this / extreme low—
—all rolling stock
—all willow wisp

the letter reads
_____ is a _____
up to _____ will be drawn
_____ (date must be days)
—from sources deemed reliable
of the opportunity to make
outdoor parks and gas engines
a clean surprise / sitting idle for months
—inclement weather
relief on hot days / rainy or cold—
—all summer light
—all shadowed grass
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Everything seems to end
with verse chorus verse.

How much of a vista here
in the songs of our own writing?

Are we the crow?

Do we look down
from perch of palm
upon this ground?

Whose voice is it
that we hear now?

Rouse birds so that they fly,
the action of a hawk
or hollow palm of the hand,
the weaving instrument
over warp, over wheel
or touch of grain. What one
does for a living, in country
as opposed to town.
Ode to the power of the day,
like a stately rustic dance
of clouds humming
in the chalky tablet of sky.
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When the sun beats down.
The long haul, this jaunty
umbrella. Surprised by rain
showers. Lawn chairs, coolers,
park benches, backpacks.
A flat, slip-proof grip. Wet
wood, slick metal. Sit pretty
on a classic Radio Flyer with
rails. A wide-lipped wall,
a taut circle of shade. Any
angle, any direction. High
hopes for this spring (to block
the sun). Open-faced,
of import. Lost along the way.
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Hours on the bricks of plain
work, whose domain of dark,
no wiser about the future
where water suspends in air,
skies bright above irrigated fields.
Water drained from planters,
wet paint on railings. Marker
to cardboard, animals in a garden
of rock. Packs of cigarettes tamped
against palms, sunglint on silverware.
Amazing day! Every shady space
a home. A tiny growing everywhere,
but no one knows everything
that makes electricity possible.
From a yoke, a brook and haul,
tree stumps as chairs in thick
forest. Who proves exasperated
by this chance to be alone
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on tended ground, miles through
damp woods? A short stint,
as winter approaches, logs
will have to be cut. The only shelter
here a body, a clearing
large enough for a foundation.
Who longs for the heat of wood,
wheat into flour, what rich corn
this longed-for summer?
What other signs of modern
civilization remain unkempt
or simply overlooked? Books fill
bookshelves, paper and small twigs
as the lids of storage and sleeping
through the forecast of winter.
Wary, windowpanes and dust,
a well near the garden
as the spring water rises, divested
of every sign the day has ended,
rosehip, a soft glow.
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If a bird lands on a roof
or the wind moves enough to be felt.

A briefcase scrapes against the jamb.

A duvet fits around a comforter.

A chair repositions on a wood floor.

A bowl is emptied of its contents.

A pestle turns in a mortar.

A stack of photographs shuffles into place.

A radio knob turns all the way to the end.

The bark separates from its tree.

Dried mud flakes from the ruts of a shoe.

A key is removed from the lock it just opened.

A snowplow waits at a red light.

A bulldozer sits mid-lift—

—what important message foretold?
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What design of sounds overlaid
upon the silent progression of the morning?
What soundtrack of messages
in the dawn of rooftops?
Will the sunrise be followed
by the chorus of these dark agents?
Will rain come soon?
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Acres of crows
over obstacles in the lawn.
The size of the blade, how wide
the swath of cutting, how deep
the turning—
—why walk
when you can ride?

Grass grows, even
if not today, then tomorrow.
No escape from a substantial
lawn. Scalping, on severe
ground, tall wet grass.
The word is the threshold,
one revolution of the wheel.
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If the familiar serves as a point of departure,
what deep inscription of sound, what moon
tugging mustard or willows?
A legend of mockingbirds, blades
through blades, this map of a walk
and the drawing of a line
upon the earth.
Who logs this failed map of particles,
ghosts defined by the velocity of clouds,
the air beaten by the proclamations
of crows rooked in evergreens?
Who calls for a convocation
of the citizens of this morning,
dawn chorus of everything?
Who reads this map
for an understanding of this place,
the slippage of sun and moon—
—this compost of coastline,
the palimpsest of days reset
to right now,

to always,

to ever,

to these waves
of no beginning

and these waves
of no end.
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